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Summary

In the past decades, generating single photons on demand with well defined quan-
tum states and detecting them after photon-photon or photon-matter interaction
are central to the area of quantum optics and quantum information science. The
ability to detect light efficiently at the single photon level offers unprecedented op-
portunities for a wide range of applications, including long-distance quantum key
distribution, light detection and ranging, photonic quantum computing, weak light
detection for astronomy and bio-imaging.

In order to register every interesting photon, different approaches and tech-
nologies have been developed to realize efficient single photon detection. Since the
first inception in 2001, superconducting nanowire single photon detectors (SNSPDs)
have become the best available technology nowadays for single photon detection,
covering the electromagnetic spectrum form X-ray till mid-infrared. In this thesis,
efforts are made from three major aspects: superconducting material optimization
and new SNSPDs material exploration (chapter 3 and 4), large-size and mid-infrared
SNSPDs system development (chapter 5 and 6), and near-unity system detection
efficiency SNSPDs systems solution (chapter 7). In the end, we also offer inspir-
ing perspectives, point out potential challenges and game-changing applications for
future SNSPDs systems. (chapter 8)

As a start, chapter 2 reviews SNSPDs’ evolution history since its first demon-
stration in 2001 from four vital aspects. (i) SNSPDs’ development route in the past
decades is systematically summarized, including the pursuit of near-unity detection
efficiency, methods to overcome practical operation trade-offs, solutions to reduce
the dark count rate as well as improvements to push timing jitter to few picosecond
level; (ii) Leading theoretical models to explain SNSPDs’ working mechanism are
discussed to have a better understating of the physics process of photon detection;
(iii) State-of-the-art SNSPDs works based on different material platforms are com-
prehensively presented, besides, device geometrical dimension, targeted detection
wavelength range and pixel numbers are also summarized ; (iv) Applications en-
abled or greatly benefited from high-performance SNSPDs are provided. Thus,
chapter 1 offers a complete picture of the SNSPDs development history, underlying
physics, current progress, and future game-changing applications.

Then from superconducting material growth aspect, chapter 3 explores and
optimizes the properties of Nb Ti N by taking advantage of the flexibility of re-
active co-sputter deposition. By tailoring the chemical composition of Nb Ti N
superconducting films, we present optimized sputtering recipe and SNSPDs made
from the corresponding film achieved a saturation plateau at 1550 nm with 80%
system detection efficiency and 19.5 ps timing jitter.

As a following step, chapter 4 for the first time shows SNSPDs made from novel
granular Nb . Re . superconducting film. The main figures of merit of the NbRe
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detectors are extracted from a flood illumination characterization at 2.8 K, featuring
a saturated internal efficiency up to 1301 nm, recovery times between 8-19 ns and
jitter of ∼35 ps. These results confirm that Nb . Re . is a promising candidate
for making fast and high-efficiency SNSPDs in the future.

Based on the results accumulated above, chapter 5 presents high performance
20, 25 and 50 𝜇m diameter detectors working for visible, near infrared, and telecom
wavelengths. A custom-built mode randomizer setup was used to simulate realistic
experiments with randomized modes in the fiber. We achieved over 80% SDE with
<20 ps timing jitter for 20 𝜇m SNSPDs and 70% SDE with <20 ps timing jitter for
50 𝜇m SNSPDs. The high efficiency multimode fiber coupled SNSPDs with unpar-
alleled time resolution have already benefited many quantum optics experiments
and applications in different labs.

Also, in order to extend NbTiN based SNSPDs’ detection wavelength range with-
out changing the cost-effective close-cycle Gifford-McMahon (GM) cooler, chapter
6 shows extensive mid-infrared single photon detection data of SNSPDs fabricated
from 7.5-9.5 nm thick NbTiN superconducting film. With optimized sputtering pro-
cess and device design, fiber coupled devices achieved system detection efficiency
of >50% at 1.5-2.0 𝜇m with sub-15 ps timing jitter. Furthermore, devices made
from the same batch show saturated quantum detection efficiency up to 3 𝜇m at
2.5-2.8 K. This has significantly extended the working wavelength of NbTiN based
SNSPDs to mid-infrared range with unprecedented time resolution.

In order to achieve near-unity system detection efficiency, chapter 7 shows
novel SNSPDs fabricated on a membrane cavity with exceeding 99% SDE at 1350
nm. Detectors from the same batch show 94-98% SDE at 1260-1625 nm with 15-
26 ps timing jitter. The SiO /Au membrane enables broadband absorption in small
SNSPDs (radius of 8 𝜇m), offering high detection efficiency in combination with
high timing performance. Prime challenges in optical design, device fabrication as
well as accurate and reliable detection efficiency measurements to achieve high
performance single-photon detection are also thoroughly analyzed.

In the end, chapter 8 summarizes the main results of the thesis, points out
challenges standing ahead of the SNSPDs community and offers future perspectives
in SNSPDs field.
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It always seems impossible until it’s done.
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2 1. Introduction

1.1. Theories of light
1.1.1. Classical theory of light
Historically, optics vacillates between the concepts of light as a particle and light
as a wave, the former was proposed by Newton, and the latter was developed
following seminal works by Huygens, Young, Fresnel, and many other scientists.
In the 1800s, Maxwell discovered the electromagnetic field for light and it became
prominent late since then, ushering in a century of developments in modern optics.
According to electromagnetic theory, accelerated electric charges produce electro-
magnetic field (EM field) [1]. It consists of synchronized oscillations of electric and
magnetic fields, propagates at a fixed speed vacuum (known as the speed of light),
and carries radiation energy. From the wavelike perspective, EM waves can be
identified as radio waves, microwaves, infrared radiation, visible light, ultraviolet
radiation, X-rays, and gamma-rays in the order of increased frequency (decreased
wavelength).

1.1.2. Non-classical light
Non-classical light is light that cannot be described using classical electrodynamics;
its characteristics are explained by the quantized EM field and quantum electro-
dynamics. For example, a quantified EM field can be described in two conjugate
quadrature components and the uncertainties in the two conjugate variables satisfy
the Heisenberg uncertainty principle. It is possible to reduce the fluctuations in one
of them well below the quantum limit by enhancing the fluctuation of the other
canonically conjugate quadrature while the Heisenberg uncertainty principle is still
fulfilled. Such states are known as ”squeezed states” or ”Squeezed light” [2].

Another example is photon Fock state - a quantum state which is an element
of a Fock space with a well-defined number of photons [3]. For example, a single
photon represents the quantum of electromagnetic radiation [4], or the one-particle
state. Current technologies operating at the single-photon level play a major role
because of the explosive growth of quantum information and computation tech-
nology [5, 6] as well as quantum optics applications [7], where single photons are
used to encode information in different degrees of freedom including polarization,
momentum, number state, energy and time. Also, photons travel at the speed of
light and interact weakly with the surrounding environment over long distances,
which gives lower-noise and low-loss advantages over other types of qubits.

1.2. Single photon generation
Ideally, a single-photon source has the following characteristics: it emits one pho-
ton at a time ( single-photon emission probability is 100% and there is no multiple-
photon emission event), and subsequently emitted photons are indistinguishable.
Also, the emission repetition rate is arbitrarily fast and precisely tunable. Though
deviations from these ideal characteristics always exist in real-world sources, many
approaches are available nowadays to generate single photons: if the emission time
of single photons could be at any arbitrary time defined by the user, this type of
source is known as ”deterministic source”, for example, color centers [8, 9], quan-
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tum dots (QDs) [10, 11], single-ions [12], single-atoms [13], single-molecules [14],
atomic ensembles [15]; As a comparison, if the single photons emission time could
not be precisely controlled, they are called ”probabilistic” single-photon sources, in-
cluding parametric down conversion [16, 17] and four-wave mixing in fibers[18, 19].
Below we show two representative types of single-photon sources: quantum dots
(QDs, deterministic single-photon source) and heralded single photons (probabilis-
tic single-photon source). Additionally, we present the faint laser, a frequently used
quasi-single-photon source for single-photon detector characterization.

1.2.1. Quantum dots
Semiconductor quantum dots (QDs) have been systematically studied and used
as on-demand single-photon sources in the past years. For example, molecular
beam epitaxy methods can grow a structure of tiny smaller-band-gap semiconductor
embedded in a larger-band-gap semiconductor [20] and chemical synthesis can
produce colloidal quantum dots [21]. The small size of quantum dots leads to a
discrete energy structure for the electrons and holes. In the QDs, electron-hole pair
(known as exciton) can be produced on demand by either optically or electrically
excited. After excitation, the radiative recombination of the electron-hole pair leads
to single-photon emission. The photon emission direction can be engineered by
fabricating distributed Bragg reflectors on the double-side of the quantum dots.
Moreover, QDs can be integrated into micro-cavities to increase the spontaneous
emission rate [22–24].

1.2.2. Heralded single photons
There are two types of commonly used heralded single-photon sources: sponta-
neous parametric down-conversion (SPDC) and spontaneous four-wave mixing. In
SPDC, pump lasers are used to illuminate optical crystal (for example, beta barium
borate, BaB O , LiNbO or LiIO ) with a 𝜒( ) nonlinearity to create two photons.
The energy and momentum conservation constraints (phase matching) determine
the possible wave vector relations between the two down-conversion generated
photons [25, 26]. Emission from the SPDC process is highly directional, which is
required in most applications, but the inherent dispersion of transparent material is
very difficult to control.

In four-wave mixing, a 𝜒( ) nonlinear process happens where two pump photons
are converted into two correlated photons in centrosymmetric materials such as
glass. Though the absolute 𝜒( ) nonlinearity of glass is very small, optical fiber
with its long interaction length can be used to produce photon pairs via FWM [27].
When using a FMW as single-photon source, the single-photon background created
by Raman scattering must be suppressed or avoided [28].

1.2.3. Faint laser
Instead of using quantum dots or heralded single photons, a faint laser is widely
used in labs as a quasi-single-photon source for SNSPDs’ efficiency characterization.
Previous studies shows that coherent light (laser) with a constant intensity has
Poissonian photon statistics [29]. If P(n) represents the possibility of n-photon
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events and 𝑛 represents the mean photon number per pulse, then P(n) is given by
the following formula:

𝑃(𝑛) = 𝑛
𝑛 ! 𝑒 (1.1)

For example if 𝑛= 0.01, then P(0)=99%, P(1)= 0.99% and P(n≥2) = 0.01%, thus in
the case which contains photon(s), a single-photon event is dominant. The Poisson
distribution is uniquely characterized by the mean photon number 𝑛 and it is easily
adjusted by attenuating the laser to reduce its intensity.

Typically, for SNSPDs system efficiency measurements, lasers are attenuated
heavily to reach 𝑛< 0.01 thus multi-photon event probability could be neglected.
However, when measuring SNSPDs’ system efficiency at a high count rate, the
multi-photon events need to be considered for efficiency correction [30].

1.3. Single photon detection
While the single-photon emitters field is growing rapidly, different technologies have
been developed to detect light at the single-photon level, including photomultiplier
tube, transition edge sensors, single-photon avalanche diode, and superconducting
nanowire single-photon detectors. Below we will give a short introduction to each
of them.

1.3.1. Photomultiplier tube
Photomultiplier tube (PMT) was the first device to detect light at the single-photon
level dates back to the 1930s [31]. There are two fundamental processes behind
the operation of a PMT: photoelectric effect [32] and secondary emission [33]. The
photoelectric effect refers to the fact what for a range of photoelectric materials if
they are illuminated by photons that have energy equals to or exceeding the work
function of the material, they will emit electrons. And secondary emission means
that incident electron with sufficient energy can knock out more electrons when
hitting the surface or passing through a medium.

A PMT typically contains a photocathode, several dynodes, an anode, and read-
out circuitry. Initially, an incident single photon excites a photoelectron from the
photocathode, the photoelectron is then accelerated by the electric field between
the photocathode and the first dynode, knocking out more electrons. Those elec-
trons are subsequently accelerated and hit a second dynode where each electron
knocks out more electrons. Multiple dynodes are used to repeat this process and
with 10-20 dynodes, about 10 electrons will eventually be generated and arrive at
the PMT anode. In the end, a current spike will be detected by detection electronics
to register the incident photon. PMTs can offer time resolution below ns, but they
suffer from a high dark count rate, limited efficiency, and weak response in the
infrared region.

1.3.2. Transition edge sensors
Superconducting transition-edge sensors (TES) is a thermal sensor that measures
the small amount of input radiation energy by recording the increase of resistance
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of a superconducting film biased within its superconducting-to-normal transition
region [34]. In this region, the logarithmic sensitivity of a TES device is 𝛼 = d
logR/d logT (R is the device resistance and T is temperature), which is a few orders
of magnitude higher than that of a semiconductor-based detector.

The first TES demonstration was shown in 1942 [35], and after more than half
a century of development, TES has been successful used in applications including
millimeter-wave [36], gamma rays [37], and near-infrared single-photon detection
[38]. However, due to its working mechanism, TES usually requires to be oper-
ated at mK dilution fridge. Also, in order to read out detected signals, special
amplifiers or circuitry are typically needed, for example, superconducting quantum
interference device (SQUID) current amplifiers [39]. Also, it is difficult to operate
TES within the extremely narrow (a few mK) superconducting-transition regions.
Small fluctuations in bath temperature can significantly degrade their performance
as well. Due to their thermal detection process, the time resolution of TES usually
has a long recovery time and high timing jitter (in the nanosecond regime) [40].

1.3.3. Single Photon Avalanche Diode
Avalanche photodiode (APD) is a highly sensitive semiconductor electronic device
that uses the photoelectric effect to convert light into current (or voltage) [41].
They are designed to operate under a low reverse bias voltage and the leakage
current changes linearly with the absorption of light. APD exhibits an internal cur-
rent gain effect (avalanche effect) due to the impact ionization phenomenon thus it
provides internal first-stage gain through the avalanche multiplication process [42].
However, since the reverse bias voltage of APD is always lower than the breakdown
voltage, APD does not have sensitivity at the single-photon level.

As a comparison, in single-photon avalanche diode (SPAD, also known as Geiger
mode APD), the reverse bias is so high that a large avalanche current can be gener-
ated and grow exponentially from single photon-initiated carriers. As a result, SPAD
can detect low-intensity signals down to single photons [43]. However, due to the
large energy bandgap of the semiconductor used for SPAD, they show limited de-
tection efficiency in the infrared wavelength range (for example, Silicon SPADs have
limited efficiency at 1100 nm and beyond). Also, they suffer from an after-pulsing
issue because, after one detection event, a charge carrier has a certain probability
to receives enough energy to be released from the trap level and then triggers a
new avalanche process [44].

1.3.4. Superconducting nanowire single-photon detector
In 1911, superconductivity was first observed by Onnes in Leiden University [45].
When mercury is cooled to the temperature of 4K in liquid helium, its resistance
sharply dropped to zero. Since then, superconductivity-related research has led
to a burgeoning development of fundamental physics and emerge of novel sci-
entific instruments. For example, superconducting quantum interference devices
(SQUIDs) [46] were developed to detect extremely weak magnetic fields and hot-
electron bolometers [47] were built to measure electromagnetic radiation with high
sensitivity.
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In the late 1990s, Nb [48] and NbN [49] based superconducting devices were
systematically studied, including their temperature-dependent electron-phonon in-
teraction process and time-resolved hot-electron energy relaxation behavior. In
1998, NbN fast hot-electron photo-detectors (HEPs) with a responsively of ∼ 220
A/W [49] was demonstrated and in 2000 [50], NbN HEPs using an electro-optic sam-
pling method was reported with few-ps quasi-particle thermalization time. These
indicated that NbN superconducting devices have the potential to detect light at
the single-photon level. Then in 2001 [51], the first NbN superconducting single-
photon detector was demonstrated by using NbN stripe at 4.2 K and current-biased
close to its critical current. The device exhibited an experimentally measured quan-
tum efficiency of 20% for 0.81 um wavelength photons and negligible dark counts.
From 2001 till now, the superconducting nanowire single-photon detection field has
experienced rapid development, and its detailed evolution history is summarized in
the next chapter.

Here, we will briefly introduce the key parameters of an SNSPD, including

• System detection efficiency (SDE) System detection efficiency 𝜂 is one of
the most performance metrics for SNSPDs. It represents the possibility of
generating a measurable electric signal from an incident single-photon. SDE
can be calculated by the following equation

𝜂 = 𝜂 × 𝜂 × 𝜂 (1.2)

where 𝜂 is the internal efficiency (the possibility to generate a de-
tectable electric pulse for an absorbed photon), 𝜂 is the optical ab-
sorption efficiency in the nanowire, and 𝜂 is optical coupling efficiency
of the SNSPD system. For SDE measurement details and experiment setup,
see chapter 7.

• Dark count rate (DCR) The dark count represents the detection events when
there is no input optical signal. Based on the origin, the dark count can be
divided into internal and external dark count. The former is caused by an
internal physics process (for example, unbinding of vortex-antivortex pairs)
and the latter can be caused by black-body radiation or background light in
the lab. More discussion of DCR is presented in chapter 2.

• Dead time Dean time of an SNSPD shows how fast the detector recovers to its
initial status after detecting an incident photon. During the dead time of an
SNSPD, its efficiency is not absolute zero and the efficiency recovery speed is
related to both the detector itself (kinetic inductance) and readout circuitry.
For more detailed dead time characterization (auto-correlation measurement),
see chapter 7.

• Timing jitter Low timing jitter, (or high time resolution), is one of the most dis-
tinctive merits of SNSPDs when compared to other types of single-photon de-
tectors. For each photon absorbed by the superconducting nanowire, it takes
a certain time 𝛿 to generate a detectable electric signal. The histogram of 𝛿
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typically has a Gaussian-type distribution and its full-width-at-half-maximum
(FWHM) can be defined as the timing jitter of a device. For more jitter anal-
ysis, see chapter 2.

1.4. Scope of this thesis
The scope of this thesis includes:

Chapter 2 reviews SNSPDs’ evolution history since its first demonstration in
2001. This intensive review chapter includes SNSPDs’ development route in the past
decades, discusses leading theoretical models to explain SNSPDs’ working mech-
anism, presents the state-of-the-art SNSPDs works, and provides representative
applications enabled by high performance SNSPDs.

Chapter 3 explores and optimizes the properties of Nb Ti N by taking ad-
vantage of the flexibility of reactive co-sputter deposition. By tailoring the chemical
composition of Nb Ti N superconducting films, we present an optimized sput-
tering recipe for NbTiN based SNSPDs and carried out several material property
studies to verify the film quality. We also present high-performance fiber-couped
SNSPDs from the optimized films.

Chapter 4 we firstly show SNSPDs made from novel granular Nb . Re . su-
perconducting thin film. It confirms that Nb . Re . is a candidate for making
infrared SNSPDs in the future.

Chapter 5 demonstrates the role of polarization on the efficiency of SNSPDs and
presents high efficiency multimode fiber-coupled SNSPDs with unparalleled time
resolution from visible to telecom wavelengths.

Chapter 6 shows fabricated SNSPDs from 5-9.5 nm thick NbTiN superconduct-
ing film with saturated quantum detection efficiency up to 3 𝜇m at 2.8 K. It shows
that NbTiN based SNSPDs have the ability of working in the mid-infrared range with
unprecedented time resolution.

Chapter 7 shows SNSPDs fabricated on a novel membrane cavity with exceed-
ing 99% SDE at telecom wavelengths. We also discussed in detail the challenges
in achieving such high system detection efficiency.

Chapter 8 summarizes the main results of the thesis, points out challenges
standing ahead of us, and offers future perspectives in the SNSPDs field.
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Two decades after their demonstration, Superconducting Nanowire Single-Photon
Detectors (SNSPDs) have become indispensable tools for quantum photonics as well
as for many other photon-starved applications. This invention has not only led to
a burgeoning academic field with a wide range of applications but also triggered
industrial efforts. Current state-of-the-art SNSPDs combine near-unity detection
efficiency over a wide spectral range, low dark counts, short dead times and pi-
cosecond time resolution. The present perspective discusses important milestones
and progress of SNSPDs research, emerging applications, future challenges and
gives an outlook on technological developments required to bring SNSPDs to the
next level: a photon-counting, fast time-tagging imaging and multi-pixel technology
that is also compatible with quantum photonic integrated circuits.

2.1. Brief introduction of SNSPDs

2.1.1. Single-photon detection and the emergence of SNSPDs

Technologies operating at the single-photon level, the quantum of the electromag-
netic field [1], are crucial for communication, sensing and computation [2, 3]. Pho-
tons can encode information using different degrees of freedom including polar-
ization, momentum, number state, energy and time. For instance, quantum key
distribution was demonstrated over a distance exceeding 4600 km [4], potentially
forming the backbone of a quantum internet [5]. As crucial as the single photon car-
riers, are the high-performance single-photon detectors to perform measurements
on the quantum bits. They were instrumental in recent demonstration of large-scale
Boson sampling [6], showing a computational advantage over conventional super-
computers. Furthermore, in a number of other fields including bio-imaging, light
detection and ranging (LiDAR) [7–9], optical time domain reflectometry [10, 11],
single-molecule detection [12], semiconductor circuits inspection [13], star light
correlation spectroscopy [14], diffuse optical tomography [15], positron emission
tomography [16], mass spectroscopy and quantum metrology measurements [17]
single photon/particle detectors are essential. For these applications, tremendous
efforts have been made to produce single-photon detectors combining near unity
system detection efficiencies (SDE), low dark count rates (DCR), short timing jitters,
high maximum count rates, photon number resolution capabilities, and large active
areas.

Single Photon Avalanche Diode (SPAD) [18, 19] and Photomultiplier Tubes (PMTs)
[20, 21] were first used to detect single photons. However, combining high detec-
tion efficiency with high time-resolution and low noise in SPADs and PMTs remains
a challenge. In addition, a limited spectral response (limited at 1100 nm for Silicon)
and afterpulsing further limit their use for quantum technologies. With two decades
of development since their inception [22], superconducting nanowire single photon
detectors (SNSPDs) offer unrivalled detection metrics with an unprecedented com-
bination of performance, for a comparison of SPADs and PMTs with SNSPDs see
[23].
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2.1.2. A brief history of SNSPDs development
Before the inception and maturity of SNSPDs, other superconducting devices such
as Josephson-junctions [24], Superconducting Quantum Interference Devices (SQUIDs)
[25], hot electron bolometers [26, 27], and Transition Edge Sensors (TES) [28–30]
already achieved high performances. The first demonstration of single-photon de-
tection with current-biased superconducting microbridges was reported in 2001 at a
wavelength of 0.81 𝜇m [22]. After that, the acronyms SNSPD and SSPD are widely
used in the research community to describe devices originated by Gol’tsman et al.
The field of SNSPDs then underwent fast development and was driven by applica-
tions requirements. In 2002 meandering nanowires were introduced to increase the
active area [31]. In 2033, the first commercial use of SNSPD, for integrated circuit
fault testing, was reported [32]. A key driver pushing SNSPD early development
was Quantum Key Distribution (QKD) that made commercialization viable. The first
SNSPD based QKD was reported in 2006 [33] and was followed by a world record
200 km QKD experiment [34] doubling the previous distance achieved with InGaAs
SPADs and matched the loss threshold for space to ground QKD of 40 dB. Soon af-
ter these pioneering works, fiber-coupled SNSPDs reached a detection efficiency of
24% at 1550 nm [35] and were further improved to 47% with antenna structures
[36]. Optical cavities were integrated with SNSPDs to boost the detection efficiency
to 57% at 1550 nm [37]. In 2012, by stacking two WSi SNSPDs and connecting
them in parallel, the system detection efficiency (SDE) was improved to over 87%
[38]. Another important development in 2011 and 2012 was the integration of
SNSPDs with photonic waveguides [39, 40] which made high on-chip detection ef-
ficiency possible and delivered a key element to the toolbox of integrated quantum
photonics (see Section 2.3.1). In 2013, WSi SNSPDs in an integrated cavity reached
an SDE of 93% at 1550 nm [41], 92-93% SDE was subsequently demonstrated with
other material platforms [42, 43]. In 2020, three independent groups reported
>98% SDE based on three different material systems: MoSi with distributed Bragg
reflectors [44], dual-layer NbN meanders [45] and NbTiN with a membrane cavity
[46].

Beside a high detection efficiency, detectors with low dark count rates, i.e. un-
desired detection events generated without illumination or due to black-body radia-
tion, are vital in many photon-starved applications. Early works [47] showed intrin-
sic dark counts to originate from vortices crossing the nanowire cross-section, which
may be triggered by thermal fluctuations or current-assisted unbinding of vortex-
antivortex pairs [48]. Additionally, black-body radiation can be a major source of
dark counts, especially for large area SNSPDs and particularly at longer wavelengths
[49]. To suppress black-body induced dark counts, cold filters [50] or fibers with
end-face coatings can be used [51]. It has also been shown that the dark count
rate increases under illumination due to the suppression of switching current by
incident light [52]. As of 2021, a dark count rate as low as 10 per second has
been demonstrated [50, 53], further studies are required to determine the origin
of the remaining dark counts.

High time resolution is one of the distinctive advantages of SNSPDs. Time jit-
ter represents the time interval statistics between photons impinging the detector
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and the generation of the electrical detection signal. Early experimental works
[54, 55] showed that besides time jitter of the detector itself (briefly discussed
in Section 2.1.3) several other experimental parameters such as electrical noise,
fiber dispersion, and the accuracy of laser synchronization signals all contribute to
the overall system time jitter. Experimentally, in 2006 a sub-30 ps time jitter was
demonstrated by making SNSPDs from a 4nm-thick NbN film [56]. In 2016, a tim-
ing jitter of 17.8 ps was achieved using an ultrafast time-correlated single-photon
counting setup [57]. In 2017, by employing a cryogenic amplifier, a 14.8 ps jitter
was demonstrated [42] with NbTiN SNSPDs. In the same year, by optimizing ex-
perimental measurement setup, a 12 ps timing jitter was demonstrated with NbN
SNSPDs [58]. Recently, the fiber-coupled SNSPD’s timing jitter was pushed down to
7.7 ps [59]. As of April 2021, the best reported time jitter belongs to short straight
nanowires and is <3 ps for NbN [60] and 4.8 ps for WSi[61].

2.1.3. Understanding SNSPDs’ performance optimization and
trade-offs

To date, the theoretical understanding of the exact detection mechanism in SNSPDs
is still under development. We discuss some of the leading models in Section 2.2.1.
Here we briefly hint at some basic observations to discuss the operation limits of
SNSPDs.

Generally speaking, the detection efficiency of a SNSPD is influenced by two
parameters: its optical absorption, i.e. what fraction of photons incident on the
SNSPD is absorbed in the detector and the internal efficiency, the probability that an
absorbed photon generates a measurable detection event. Small constrictions along
the nanowires (due to nano-fabrication and/or variation in the superconducting
film) were shown to be one limiting factor for the critical current as well as for the
internal detection efficiency [62, 63]. It was also demonstrated that bends in a
meandering nanowire can lead to a noticeable reduction of the critical current as
shown in [64–66], this current crowding issue can be addressed by optimizing the
bend geometry [67] or with spiral SNSPDs [68]. As for the absorption efficiency, the
optical absorption of typical superconductors used for SNSPD fabrication have been
studied [69] and the polarization dependence of SDE and nanowire designs (fill
factor, linewidth, device size) are well-understood and comprehensively discussed
in [70, 71]. To minimize polarization dependence, three-dimensional architecture
[38], near-field optics [72], dielectric capping layers [73] or fractal-shape nanowires
[74, 75] were demonstrated.

The operation temperature dependence of SNSPDs is, at least experimentally,
well understood: If the internal detection efficiency at a specific temperature and
for a specific photon energy is unsaturated (no plateau in the detection rate versus
bias current curve), the detection efficiency reduces as the temperature increases.
Additionally, both intrinsic and blackbody induced dark counts are temperature de-
pendent [76]. The former, independent of the applicable model or exact origin
of DCR, is due to the fact that potential barriers (for example for vortex crossing
or vortex-antivortex depairing) or electron/photon interaction time constants are
all temperature dependent. The intrinsic darkcount, for a fixed bias to switching
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current ratio, often increases with higher temperature. Extrinsic darkcount may
decrease with temperature as the detection efficiency for photons (for example
long wavelength blackbody photons) is reduced as the temperature increases [76].
Therefore, in a system in which blackbody radiation is well filtered out, the signal
to noise ratio often decreases as the temperature is increased.

The timing properties of SNSPDs (recovery time and time jitter) have been thor-
oughly studied: Early on, the recovery time of NbN SNSPDs was found to be limited
by their kinetic inductance [77], revealing an intrinsic trade-off between large-area
devices and fast recovery times. A more systematic electro-thermal model [78]
was presented to better explain the detection dynamics with a practical solution
to shorten recovery time by adding a resistor in series to SNSPDs. However, in
the same work it was demonstrated that there is a limit to reducing SNSPDs re-
covery times, this limit is dictated by electrothermal feedback and hence depends
on the substrate material, on the superconductor, temperature, bias, critical cur-
rent, as well as on the SNSPD’s kinetic inductance. While detectors with very fast
electrical recovery time (<1ns) have been demonstrated, it has also been shown
that the electrical recovery time (extracted from the pulse traces) is not necessarily
the same as the detector recovery time [79]. Alternatively, multi-pixel [56] and
multi-element structures [80] were proposed and demonstrated to increase the ac-
tive area without sacrificing time performance and even offering photon number
resolution prospects[81].

Since SNSPDs typically cover areas of hundreds of square microns and the elec-
trical signal propagates through the detector with finite speed, photons detected
at different locations generate detection pulses that reach the readout circuit at
different times, leading to a geometrical jitter [82]. In 2017 [83], the influence of
Fano fluctuations on timing jitter was also reported. In the same year, timing jitter
caused by distributed electronic and geometric inhomogeneity of a superconducting
nanowire [84] was analyzed. Also, vortex-crossing-induced jitter was systematically
studied and the theoretical limit of SNSPDs’ intrinsic timing jitter was estimated to
be around 1 ps [85]. Another study, based on the two-temperature model coupled
with the modified time-dependent Ginzburg-Landau equation, argued that photon
absorption location on a current-carrying superconducting strip has direct influence
on the minimal achievable time jitter. The minimum jitter was shown to depend on
the critical temperature of the superconducting film. This was calculated to be of
the order 0.8 ps for a nanowire with a width of 130 nm made from a typical NbN
superconducting films with a critical temperature of 10 K [86]. Narrower nanowires
can potentially improve the minimum achievable jitter. If no other fundamental
limitation for time jitter is discovered, ultimately, the time jitter would be limited by
the dynamics of suppression of superconductivity (pair breaking) which depends on
material, temperature and the optical excitation density [87].

2.1.4. Content of this chapter
After summarizing the history and development of SNSPDs over the past two decades,
we highlight the leading theories to explain the operation mechanism and provide
the status quo and state-of-the-art in SNSPD technology (Section 2.2). A selected
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number of current and potential future applications are discussed in Section 2.3.
Finally, we provide an outlook for future development (Section 2.4). For a more
in-depth and technical review of SNSPD’s working principle, intrinsic limitations, and
design solutions, we refer the readers to ref. [88].

2.2. SNSPD detectionmechanisms and state-of-the-
art

2.2.1. SNSPD detection mechanisms
This section gives an overview of the leading physical models of the detection mech-
anisms in SNSPDs, providing a qualitative description to understand basic working
principles and device physics. We consider the most common SNSPD implementa-
tion, based on a superconducting nanowire (width 50-100 nm) patterned from a thin
film (thickness 5-10 nm) using a top-down nanofabrication process. The nanowire,
often designed as a meandering structure, is biased with a DC current close to the
device’s critical current via a bias tee, low noise amplifiers and counting electronics
are used to detect single-photon events and register corresponding voltage pulses.
A phenomenological model of the detection process was proposed in the initial re-
ports on SNSPDs[22, 89] and has been revised in the following two decades. To
allow for quantitative modelling and design optimizations, the detection process[90]
was divided into subsequent steps (see Figure 2.1): (I) photon absorption; (II) cre-
ation of quasiparticles and phonons combined with their diffusion; (III) emergence
of a non-superconducting nanowire segment; (IV) re-direction of bias current in
readout circuitry, leading to a voltage pulse; (V) detector recovery.

I)

II)

III)IV)

V)
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ℎ𝜈

Time

V
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Figure 2.1: Macroscopic explanation of the detection mechanism (based on [22, 78, 89, 91]). In Steady
State (SS), the superconducting thin-film strip is current biased. Photon absorption (I) leads to the
creation of quasi-particles and phonons (II). This leads to the formation of a normal-conducting part
of the strip (III). Redirection of the current towards the read-out electronics allows a recovery of the
superconducting state (IV), which leads to a return of the current (V) to its initial value. This reset
dynamics are limited by the kinetic inductance of the device. Center: The voltage readout signal with
each step labeled.
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(I) The initial absorption of a single photon within the active detector area is well
described by classical electromagnetic theory. This allows for the use of established
modelling tools [92] to optimize optical absorption in the superconducting layer for
a desired wavelength range. The absorption of a visible or near-infrared photon
results in (II) the formation and expansion of a cloud of quasiparticles, which is
initiated by the relaxation of the photo-excited electron and followed by the cre-
ation, multiplication and diffusion of quasiparticles and phonons. These processes
are governed by electron-electron, electron-phonon as well as phonon-phonon in-
teractions and their characteristic timescales,[93] whereas the diffusion constants
as well as the ratio of the heat capacities of electrons and phonons are crucial for
the spatio-temporal relaxation dynamics. This down-conversion process is modeled
through deterministic kinetic equations for electrons and phonons [94] or through
a stochastic loss of excitation energy into the substrate [83]. An instability of the
superconducting state emerges due to the quasiparticle cloud, linked with a local
reduction of the superconducting order parameter, re-distribution of the current
density and lowering of the effective critical current density. Combining ideas from
deterministic and stochastic models allows to describe a complete set of measure-
ments qualitatively [95, 96] but these existing models require further developments
to be able to fully describe the physical processes quantitatively. This instability can
lead to a photon detection event, associated with (III) parts of the nanowire tran-
sitioning to a non-superconducting state. Following initial descriptions relying on a
normal-conducting ’hotspot’, models of the SNSPD detection mechanism have been
refined, underlining the importance of magnetic vortices [47, 97, 98]. For further
details on the mechanisms governing the local emergence of a non-superconducting
segment of the detector area, we refer to Engel et al.[90]. Subsequently, the resis-
tive region of the nanowire grows due to internal Joule heating [78]. The increasing
resistance, on the order of several kilo Ohms [78], leads to (IV) the re-direction of
the bias current from the nanowire towards the read-out electronics. The circuit
behavior can be described using lumped element models[99, 100] or planar mi-
crowave simulations. Once the resistive area has sufficiently cooled down, (V)
superconductivity is restored and the current flowing through the nanowire returns
to its initial value, whereas the dynamics are governed by the kinetic inductance of
the device.[77, 78] In cases where the resistive domain does not cool-down rapidly
enough, the detector latches due to thermal runaway and no further photons can
be detected until the device is actively reset [101].

While models for step (I), (IV) and (V) can be used to predict and develop
successful designs, models for step (II) and (III) are missing such capabilities.
The fluctuations beyond the initial down-conversion cascade, the non-equilibrium
state of electron-phonon baths and the missing element of intrinsic dark counts are
examples for open problems and challenges for the future.

2.2.2. State-of-the-art SNSPDs
In the section below we discuss advances with regards to the superconducting
materials used for production of SNSPDs, nanofabrication, multi-pixel detectors,
the nano- and micro-wire SNSPDs, wavelength range, state-of-the-art performance,
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and characterization of SNSPDs that has led to detectors with >98% SDE [44, 46,
102].

Superconducting materials and nano-fabrication of SNSPDs
A variety of superconducting materials have been explored for SNSPDs. The ma-
terial selection for the superconducting film can be based on various factors but
the motivations for specific choices can mainly be divided into two groups: optical
properties such as absorption at different wavelengths, and superconducting prop-
erties such as critical temperature and critical current density. In practice, other
parameters may also be taken into account, for example for photons with higher
energy the use of higher critical temperature superconductors might be preferred to
simplify the cryo-cooling system while for mid-infrared detectors (beyond 2-3 𝜇m),
low-gap amorphous superconductors such as MoSi and WSi have so far been the
main option. In Table 2.1 we present an overview of some leading results based
on different superconducting materials. Beside the highlighted superconducting
materials in Table 2.1 another important class of superconducting materials which
have been subject of research are the High Tc superconductors. High-Tc SNSPDs
is a topic of longstanding discussions with reports of dark counts [103] and signa-
tures of single-photon operation [104] on the one hand and skepticism [105] on
the other hand. Therefore, further studies are required to understand the limits
and potentially unlock the use of these promising platforms.

Table 2.1: Overview of some SNSPD leading works on different material platforms

Material efficiency / time jitter temperature wavelength
NbN [43, 45] 92-98.2%/40-106.1 ps 0.8-2.1 K 1550-1590 nm *
NbTiN [42, 46] 92-99.5% / 14.8-34 ps 2.5-2.8K 1290-1500 nm **
WSi [41, 44] 93-98% / 150 ps 120mK-<2K *** 1550 nm
MoGe [106] 20% / 69-187 ps 250mk-2.5K 1550 nm
MoRe [107] -/- 9.7K -

MoSi [108–110] 80-87% / 26-76 ps 0.8-1.2K **** 1550nm
NbRe[111] -/35 ps 2.8K 500-1550 nm
NbTiN [76] 15-82% /30-70 ps 2.5-6.2K 400-1550nm
NbSi [112] -/- 300mK 1100-1900 nm
TaN [113] -/- 0.6-2K 600-1700 nm

MgB [114–116] -/- 3-5K Visible

* Optimal performance at <1K while an SDE of 90-95% was achieved at 2.1K.
Time jitter depends on temperature and design. Errobar for 98.2% was ±1%.
** Errorbar for 99.5% efficiency was (-2.07,+0.5)%.
*** Operation up to ∼ 2K possible at the cost of higher time jitter [41],
temperature and jitter measurements are not mentioned in [44]. Errorbar for was
±0.5%.
**** In [109] an operating temperature of 2.3 K was demonstrated with added
cost of higher time jitter and lower internal efficiency saturation.
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Production of high performance SNSPDs involves various nano-fabrication tech-
nologies. Starting from a commercial substrate (typically silicon), the first fabri-
cation step involves the deposition of a distributed Bragg reflector to enhance the
optical absorption (metal based reflectors are also possible [42, 46] but less com-
mon). A superconducting thin film (typically 4-10 nm) is then deposited on top of
the mirror layer. The electrical contacts are formed by means of optical or e-beam
lithography, metal deposition (evaporation or sputtering), and lift-off. The nanowire
detector can be formed using a single electron-beam lithography step followed by
reactive ion etching. For detector packaging and to achieve stable and efficient
operation, coupling to an optical fiber is crucial, which is typically done with self-
aligned schemes requiring additional lithographic steps combined with deep etching
of the substrate (micro-machining using a Bosch process). The complete process
is illustrated in Figure 2.2.

Figure 2.2: Illustration of the process flow for fabricating SNSPDs from a bare silicon substrate to a
fiber-coupled device. For details see main text.
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Deposition of the superconducting layer is a crucial step and its quality has a di-
rect impact on the detector performance. This is typically performed by magnetron
sputtering and can yield nanocrystalline or amorphous layers. Excellent deposition
uniformity and nanofabrication processes are required to ensure manufacturing of
devices with reproducible and consistent superconducting properties. In this re-
gard, amorphous materials such as WSi and MoSi as well as optimized crystalline
films with relatively larger thicknesses (8-12 nm) [59, 117] are considered more for-
giving and thus favourable for high-yield detector fabrication. In addition, plasma-
enhanced atomic layer deposition [118, 119] and single-crystalline molecular beam
epitaxy [120] growth of NbN were recently demonstrated as viable and potentially
high-yield alternatives for SNSPD fabrication.

Wavelength range
SNSPDs have been demonstrated to operate from the X-ray to the mid-infrared
wavelength range. In 2012, soft X-ray detection was demonstrated[121]. In con-
trast to the standard detection mechanism, where photons are absorbed in the
meander, for X-ray detection the absorbance in thin superconducting layers with
thicknesses around 10 nm is low and absorption in the substrate plays a major
role [122, 123]. Due to the the significant higher particle energy, X-ray detectors
can have saturated intrinsic efficiency at considerably larger geometrical parame-
ters, which can increase X-ray absorption in the superconductor to a few percent
[124, 125]. SNSPDs for UV photons have reached efficiencies of > 85%, dark count
rates of 0.25 counts per hour and timing jitter <60 ps [126]. By engineering film
deposition to optimize energy sensitivity, WSi detectors were shown with a sat-
urated internal efficiency at 10𝜇𝑚 [127] in 2020. Although beyond the scope of
single-photon detection, it is worth mentioning that SNSPD structures can also be
used to detect 𝛼 and 𝛽 particles [128].

Multipixel SNSPDs
In systems with a small number of superconducting single-photon detectors such
as fiber-coupled multi-pixel arrays [59], a straightforward way to address individual
detection channels is through spatial multiplexing of the biasing and RF detection
signals through several coaxial lines. As multi-pixel arrays scale in size, a limit on
the number of coaxial lines is set by the cryostat cooling power [129]. Multi-pixel
readout techniques for SNSPDs are under development, a row-column readout of
pixels for a 32×32 detector-array using only 64 electrical connections was demon-
strated [130]. This method is very attractive as the number of required RF lines
is only 2𝑁, for arrays consisting of 𝑁 detectors, though this approach does not
allow for simultaneous readout of all pixels. Time-domain multiplexing is another
approach, where a single superconducting transmission line is used to address sev-
eral detectors on the same chip [131–135]. One of the main challenges of this
approach is the fast propagation speed of the electrical signal in the superconduct-
ing transmission-lines, approaching the speed of light, which limits the possibility
for dense packing of detectors[132]. Dispersion engineering was recently used to
reduce group velocity of the detection signal in the superconducting transmission-
line by orders of magnitude. Both planar and multi-layered structures were used
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to control the group velocity of the detection signals [131, 133–135]. Another
promising route for scalable readout of multipixel SNSPDs is the use of Single flux
quantum (SFQ) logic [136–141]. Frequency multiplexing was also demonstrated for
SNSPDs [142], where several resonant cavities operating at different radio frequen-
cies are coupled to individual detectors on a single transmission-line. For the latter,
a challenge in large scale systems is the complexity involved with matching reso-
nant frequencies of the cavities to the driving radio-frequency tones. Alternatively,
amplitude coding of the detection signals of SNSPDs provides another approach for
multiplexing[143, 144]. The advantage is the simplicity of fabrication and readout
method using a voltage division circuit. On the other hand, the drawback is the
need for on-chip resistors to set different amplitude levels, which dissipate heat,
and additionally the size of the array is limited by the leakage current in different
branches[134].

Nanowire v.s. microwire detectors
SNSPDs have typical nanowires widths in the range 40-120 nm. These devices show
exceptional performance, but require complex nanofabrication. Recently, detec-
tors with wide micrometer lines were reported: Superconducting Microstrip Single-
Photon Detectors (SMSPD) [145]. These devices have, compared to SNSPDs, far
larger critical currents and lower kinetic inductance, making them suitable for the
fabrication of large-area detectors as shown in a number of recent works [146–149].
For example [147] demonstrates devices with meander widths of 1 and 3 micron
and active areas up to 400 × 400 𝜇𝑚 with excellent light detection in micro-strips
fabricated by conventional optical lithography [149]. Additionally, very recently,
high performance single-photon detection (SDE >90% ) was demonstrated [68].
Since this a relatively new research direction, there are limited reports on time res-
olution [150], wavelength limits and high count-rate performances are yet to be
reported.

2.3. SNSPD Applications
In this section we review a non-exhaustive number of established and emerging
applications of SNSPDs.

2.3.1. Quantum optics, information processing, quantum com-
munication and integrated quantum photonics

SNSPDs have been the detectors of choice in landmark quantum information pro-
cessing experiments, i.e. on large scale boson sampling [6] and record breaking
quantum communication experiments [151–153]. Also high performance SNSPDs
played a major role in the loophole-free test of local realism based on Bell exper-
iment [154]. A recent promising direction for application of SNSPDs in quantum
information promising is its integration with ion-trap[155]. For an up-to-date re-
view on the use of SNSPDs in quantum technologies we refer to [105].

Complex quantum photonics integrated circuits require many on-chip single-
photon detectors. SNSPD in traveling wave geometry [39, 40], with its outstanding
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performance and small footprint, serves as an excellent candidate for this function in
photonic integrated circuits. Waveguide-integrated SNSPDs have already been used
for on-chip single qubit quantum optics experiments [156, 157], to demonstrate
on-chip two qubit quantum interference [158], and for on-chip secure quantum
communication [159]. SNSPDs were integrated in different nano-photonics plat-
forms such as Si [40, 160–166], SiN [156–158, 167–172], GaAs [39, 172–175], AlN
[172, 176], LiNbO3 [172, 177, 178], Ta O [179], and diamond [180, 181]. In Ref.
[182] the performance of most of these earlier SNSPD nano-photonics platforms
is reviewed. Integrated SNSPDs have also demonstrated sub-nanosecond recovery
time [163, 179]. Another important aspect in sophisticated integrated quantum
photonics circuitry is the reliability of photonics elements. It has been shown [171]
that by fabricating traveling wave SNSPDs buried under photonic waveguides, one
can determinedly ensure that only the best performing detectors are integrated.
Further development of integrated SNSPDs, as envisioned in Section 2.4.2 can sig-
nificantly enhance the role of SNSPDs in future quantum nanophotonics circuits.

2.3.2. Light detection and ranging (LIDAR)
LIDAR is an optical measurement technique for studying environmental parameters
such as the atmosphere, vegetation as well as remote objects. The detector per-
formance influences the resolution, acquisition time and maximum range. It has
been shown that SNSPDs outperform conventional Geiger-mode avalanche photo-
diodes both in low noise environments and, under appropriate operation, in noisy
(high background) environments [7, 8]. SNSPDs were used for measuring sea fog
in an area 180-km in diameter [183]. Kilometer-range, high resolution imaging
at telecom wavelength has also been demonstrated [184]. Another promising di-
rection with encouraging recent results is single-photon LIDAR beyond 2000 nm, a
wavelength range with both reduced solar flux and atmospheric absorption [9].

2.3.3. Mass spectrometry
SNSPDs offer excellent potential for applications in the field of mass spectrometry
where impacts of single ions can be measured. They show exceptional sensitivity
and, additionally, operate at a convenient (particularly considering the size and the
heat load of common mass spectrometry chambers) temperature of 2-5 K which is
within the operating temperature range of relatively inexpensive Gifford-McMahon
and pulsed-tube cryostats. The feasibility of sub-nanosecond detection using these
detectors has already been demonstrated [12, 185]. In Addition, proof of princi-
ple for detection of neutral and low energy particles was demonstrated [186, 187].
Superconducting nanowire detectors do not rely on the secondary electron mecha-
nism and their detection mechanism is based on the creation of high energy quasi-
particles by the impact, allowing for 100% detection efficiency even for macro-
molecules [188]. While SNSPDs offer excellent performances, until recently their
active area had been limited. With the development of SNSPD arrays (employ-
ing any of several existing multiplexing techniques), kilo-pixel detectors have been
introduced [130] that can cover much larger areas, and by interfacing SNSPD ar-
rays and cryogenically-cooled electronics (see Section 2.4.1), even larger arrays are
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expected to become available.

2.3.4. Diffuse correlation spectroscopy
Biological tissues are strongly diffusive media. Diffused optical imaging is a func-
tional medical imaging modality which uses the lower attenuation of near-infrared
light to probe physiological parameters in the tissue such as oxy- and deoxyhe-
moglobin [15].The light transport in these tissues are mainly dominated by scatter-
ing and it has been shown that achievable resolution (the half-width of the point-
spread function) scales with thickness [189].Recently, SNSPDs have been consid-
ered for improving the performance of diffuse correlation spectroscopy [190].

2.3.5. Optical Time Domain Reflectometry (OTDR)
To identify the position of losses and scattering along optical fiber networks, reflec-
tion of a laser pulse is measured and timing yields information on the fault position
[191]. The ability to operate at the single photon level, with the outstanding time
resolution and low dark counts of SNSPDs, allows for OTDR measurements to be
carried out over the longest possible distances and yield cm resolution [10, 11, 192].
Additionally, OTDR can be used to implement fiber-optic distributed Raman sensor
for absolute temperature measurements [193, 194].

2.3.6. Future applications
In neuromorphic computing, SNSPDs were recently proposed both as a direct plat-
form for neuromorphic computing [195, 196] and in conjunction with on-chip semi-
conducting photon sources [197, 198]. Neuromorphic computing is the discipline
that produces neural-inspired computational platforms and architectures. Carver
Mead in the late 80s, has come a long way and has had important results such as
beating humans in the game of Go [199].

In astronomy, SNSPD are finding uses for exoplanet transit spectroscopy, in deep
space optical communication, as well as in the search for dark matter. Detecting
such particles places stringent requirements on the detector, SNSPDs have been
shown to be suitable candidates for direct detection of dark-matter particles from
the halo of Milky Way directly creating an excitation in a detector on Earth of sub-
GeV particles [53]. Another application is wide band optical communication to
satellites. The limited power available on satellites places stringent requirements
on the downlink detectors, with yet stronger requirements if the emitter is further
away, as for a deep space probe. These requirements have shed light on SNSPDs
[200–204] for downlink, and possibly for uplink.

Nearly 70 years after the pioneering intensity correlation experiments by Hanbury-
Brown and Twiss [205], there is growing interest in temporal correlation spec-
troscopy to achieve high angular resolution in studies of celestial light sources with
star light correlation spectroscopy. Temporal intensity interferometry in comparison
with conventional direct interferometry has the advantages of having a simplified
implementation. This is because no light recombination or physical delay lines are
needed and as a result the correlation will be insensitive to environmental turbu-
lences. Recently, using avalanche photodiodes with an active area of 100 𝜇𝑚 ,
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time jitter of 500 ps and integrating for 70.5 hours, temporal intensity interferom-
etry (photon bunching) experiments were carried on three bright stars. Currently
available SNSPD technology readily offers ∼5 folds improvements of SNR as com-
pared to [14]. Future SNSPD developments will push the boundaries of this field
even further.

Advances in single-photon detection at mid-infrared wavelengths [206, 207] has
led to a growing interest in mid-infrared spectroscopy with SNSPDs [208, 209]. Re-
cently, Wollman et. al. [210], for the Origins Space Telescope concept, studied the
potentials of SNSPDs as a tool to probe bio-signatures in exoplanets atmospheres:
using a mid-infrared spectrometer they will study small spectral changes in a star
light due to the absorption or emission from a transiting exoplanet atmosphere.
The wavelengths range from 2.8 𝜇𝑚 to 20 𝜇𝑚 is of particular interest because it
contains absorption lines of many important molecules vital for life, SNSPD based
sensors are promising candidates for exoplanet transit spectroscopy.

Positron emission tomography (PET) [16] is a routinely used functional imaging
technology to visualize changes in metabolic and physiological activities as well as
chemical regional composition inside the body. PET is an important tool in cancer
therapy and with the help of radiotracers, it can retrieve quantitative information
about location and concentration of tumor cells. The high time-resolution of SNSPDs
integrated with scintillators [211] will allow to reach the 10-picosecond PET chal-
lenge [212, 213]. Combining SNSPDs with various types of scintillators (particularly
cryogenic scintillators) is an exciting research field for SNSPD and PET but also for
the broader high-energy physics community.

In biomedical imaging, SNSPDs open new possiblities: the weak emission from
oxygen singlet at 1270 nm can readily be measured, operation further in the in-
frared allows for deeper imaging in biological samples where scattering is lower and
specific molecules can be tracked [214].

For some quantum computation implementations, an important challenge is to
funnel large amounts of data in and out of cryostats operating at mK temperatures
with limited cooling power. This limits the classical approach of using coaxial lines,
the use of optical fibers to communicate at the single photon level using SNSPDs
with systems operating at mK offers the prospects of very large data bandwidth
with very low thermal loads.

2.4. Outlook
After a review of current and future applications of SNSPDs in Section 2.3, we
present two important envisioned SNSPD developments which could further boost
the impact of SNSPDs in science and technology.

2.4.1. Large SNSPD arrays with integrated cryogenic electron-
ics

Addressing the readout challenge of large SNSPD arrays, i.e. accessing and pro-
cessing large amounts of data generated at cryogenic temperatures, is imperative
for high-end imaging applications. As discussed in Section 2.2.2, each readout tech-
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nique has specific advantages and disadvantages. We envision future large-scale
systems with hybrid cryogenic RF readout techniques utilizing different readout
schemes in different sub-systems. Additionally, dispersion engineering is a power-
ful tool that can be used to tailor the properties of the superconducting transmission
lines for better footprints or to boost the operating bandwidth [215, 216].

Analog electronics 
Cryo-Amplifiers 

 
Comparator, 

Counters, TDCs 

Digital processing 
Pattern recognition, 
image compression 

Output peripheral 
circuits 

 
Serializers, 

communication 
circuits etc… 

First Cyogenic stage: 2-10 K fridges 
First and second stage: mK fridges 

Second/third Cyogenic stage 
30-50 K 

300K 

Data Analysis  
(computer) 

SNSPD Sensor 

addressing and 
analog amplifiers 

To the next cryo-stage 

Figure 2.3: Concept illustration of a large SNSPD based imaging sensor: the pixels are addressed and
the SNSPD pulses are amplified using the first cryogenic stage readout circuitry connected to the sensor
via superconducting transmission lines. The pre-amplified analog signals are then passed to the second
cryogenic stage for further processing which includes pulse counting, time to digital converters (TDC),
data compression and finally serializers. A processing unit at room temperature receives and analyzes
the pre-processed data.

For applications requiring large SNSPD arrays (e.g. high resolution imaging and
spectroscopy), it is essential to integrate cryogenic readout circuits close to the
SNSPD and separate them from processing units (comparators, counters, time to
digital converters, and digital processing units) operating at higher temperatures.
Connections among these units must have high RF transmission while providing high
thermal isolation (i.e. low thermal conduction, see for example [217]). Such an
envisioned system is illustrated in Figure 2.3: The array sensor is connected via su-
perconducting transmission lines to the pixel addressing and pulse pre-amplification
electronics (illustrated as addressing and analog amplifiers in the figure) within the
first cryogenic stage. Low thermal conductivity coaxial links are used to connect
the first cryogenic stage to the second stage (30-50K). The second cryogenic stage
is where further complex processing are performed which may include (but be not
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limited to) triggering, pulse counting, time to digital converters for time stamping,
data compression and serializers able to handle the large data stream. We foresee
successful implementation of large area, high density imaging sensors such as the
one shown in Figure 2.3 can bring about a step change to many imaging appli-
cations discussed in Section 2.3. A further step could be the integration of such
a sensor in compact cryo-coolers [218], making it even more attractive for appli-
cations where size and power consumption are important decision making factors
such as equipment integrated in satellites.

2.4.2. SNSPD-based re-configurable integrated quantum pho-
tonics

Using SNSPDs for conditional reconfiguration of quantum photonics circuits based
on detection events, as illustrated in Figure 2.4, can facilitate quantum communica-
tion schemes such as teleportation, entanglement swapping, quantum repeaters,
etc. Such schemes rely on performing a (Bell-state) measurement on a photonic
qubit, then feed-forward the resulting detection electrical signal to conditionally
modify another photonic qubit on the same or a different chip. This comes as a
challenge though, the time-scale for the voltage signal of SNSPDs is on the or-
der of nanoseconds, necessitating delaying optical signals on the chip by a similar
time-scale to allow for conditional reconfiguration of the circuit based on detection
events. To overcome such a challenge, ultra-fast on-chip SNSPDs must be imple-
mented, in combination with heat-free fast re-configurable photonic circuits and
ultra-low loss optical delay lines to match the electrical signal delay. An important
step toward such a goal was recently demonstrated by realizing waveguide inte-
grated SNSPDs with thin-film lithium niobate circuits, which can deliver the needed
modulation for fast routing of single photons on-chip [219]. Another interesting ap-
plication for such re-configurable circuits are quantum simulators for implementing
sampling problems, quantum transport simulations or disordered quantum systems.
The integration of efficient sources and detectors with low-loss optical waveguides
on the same chip will significantly advance the scalability prospects for photonic
quantum simulators.

2.5. Conclusion
In this perspective, we reviewed the evolution of SNSPDs, the state-of-the-art,
working mechanisms, fabrication methods, material platforms, readout schemes,
applications and disruptive enabled technologies. Our goal is to provide a dynamic
multidisciplinary picture targeted toward both the community of SNSPD researchers
and scientists working on overlapping lines of research where this technology can
have important impact. An outlook for future developments of SNSPD is also pro-
vided along with two key envisioned enabling developments to boost the impact of
SNSPD in science and technology.
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Figure 2.4: Concept illustration of a single photon reconfigurable quantum photonic circuit consisting
of quantum sources, beam splitters that are implemented here using multimode interferometers (MMI),
electro-optic modulators, and SNSPDs. Detection signals from quantum interference outcome between
different qubits are processed by the feedback-electronics module to apply qubit rotations on-chip.
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3. Optimizing the stoichiometry of ultrathin NbTiN films for

high-performance superconducting nanowire single-photon detectors

The requirements in quantum optics experiments for high single-photon detec-
tion efficiency, low timing jitter, low dark count rate and short dead time have been
fulfilled with the development of superconducting nanowire single-photon detec-
tors. Although they offer a detection efficiency above 90%, achieving a high time
resolution in devices made of amorphous materials is a challenge, particularly at
temperatures above 0.8 K. Devices made from niobium nitride and niobium tita-
nium nitride allow us to reach the best timing jitter but, in turn, have stronger
requirements in terms of film quality to achieve a high efficiency. Here we take ad-
vantage of the flexibility of reactive co-sputter deposition to tailor the composition
of Nb Ti N superconducting films and show that a Nb fraction of x = 0.62 allows
for the fabrication of detectors from films as thick as 9 nm and covering an active
area of 20 μm, with a wide detection saturation plateau at telecom wavelengths and
in particular at 1550 nm. This is a signature of an internal detection efficiency sat-
uration, achieved while maintaining the high time resolution associated with NbTiN
and operation at 2.5K. With our optimized recipe, we reliably fabricated detectors
with high critical current densities reaching a saturation plateau at 1550 nm with
80% system detection efficiency and with a FWHM timing jitter as low as 19.5 ps.

3.1. Introduction
The invention [1] and active development of superconducting nanowire single pho-
ton detectors (SNSPDs) have offered in recent years a unique tool to study and
harvest the physics of single photons, from fundamental quantum optics experi-
ments to impactful applications. Characterization of single photon emitters such as
quantum dots [2] or color centers [3], loophole-free Bell test measurements [4],
laser ranging [5, 6], quantum-secure communication [7, 8], CMOS testing [9, 10] or
biological imaging [11] all take advantage of the unique combination of sensitivity,
broad wavelength range, negligible dark count rate, and excellent time resolution
of SNSPDs. The demonstration of SNSPDs based on amorphous WSi achieving 93%
system detection efficiency [12] opened the way for the fabrication of high-yield,
high efficiency detectors. However, the operation at sub-Kelvin temperature of
these detectors, combined with a typically high timing jitter [12, 13] limits their
range of applications. On the other hand, NbN and NbTiN detectors have shown
a combination of high efficiency above 90%, low jitter of 10 ps and below and
low dark count rate, together with a maximum count rate of hundreds of MHz and
with a typical operation temperature > 2 K [14–17] but the fabrication of detectors
with a good internal detection saturation at 1550 nm in these materials remains
a challenge, requiring high quality films, lithography and etching [18]. Overall,
this limits the fabrication yield of high performance detectors. Here we take ad-
vantage of the extra degree of freedom offered by the co-sputtering deposition of
NbTiN to tailor the Nb content during the film deposition on standard SiO /Si sub-
strates. The critical temperature (Tc) of the films was measured, and we carried out
X-Ray Photoelectron Spectroscopy (XPS) analysis to precisely measure the concen-
tration of niobium, titanium, and nitrogen. In parallel, we deposited selected NbTiN
recipes on 10 nm thin silicon nitride support films and characterized their crystalline
structure and nanoscale morphology with transmission electron microscopy (TEM).
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Finally, we patterned the films into SNSPDs, and measured the photon count rates
of the detectors as a function of applied bias in a Gifford-McMahon cryostat operat-
ing at 2.5 K, showing that our optimized film composition allows for the fabrication
of devices with a pronounced detection efficiency saturation at 1310 nm and 1550
nm. The improved recipe was then used to deposit a film on a Distributed Bragg
Reflector (DBR) microcavity, and detectors were fabricated and fully packaged us-
ing a standard self-aligning method to carefully measure their system detection
efficiency (SDE), dark count rate (DCR) and timing jitter.

3.2. Superconducting thin film deposition and char-
acterization

The superconducting thin films were deposited by reactive magnetron co-sputtering
from two separate targets of Nb and Ti, in an atmosphere of Ar and N , as depicted
in figure 3.1(a), on dry thermally oxidized silicon wafers. We deposited another set
of films on 10 nm-thick SiN TEM support films, for 4 different recipes spanning the
range of compositions investigated. The substrates were placed on a sample holder
that was rotated during the depositions to maximize the films homogeneity. The
base pressure of the system was kept between 5×10 and 1×10 Torr before
the deposition; a mixture of 100 sccm Ar and 10 sccm N was introduced and
the pressure was set to 28 mTorr in order to strike the plasmas with 50 W for each
target. The pressure was lowered to 3 mTorr while the plasma powers were ramped
up to their targeted values. For our main series of films from which detectors were
fabricated, the Ti target was biased with 240 W RF, while the Nb target powers were
set from 240 W DC down to 60 W DC, in 20 W steps. A substrate shutter and a rate
monitor were used to precisely control the deposition time and to determine the
deposited thickness. For each recipe, we first deposited a film with a thickness in
the order of 50 nm measured with a stylus profilometer, which we used to calibrate
the deposition rate of each recipe, to measure the film T of the material, and to
carry out XPS measurements. Subsequently, we used the deposition rate calibration
to grow films with a nominal thickness of 9 nm (± 5%), which were used to measure
the thin film room temperature sheet resistance, the thin film Tc, and which were
eventually used to pattern the SNSPDs.

For electrical characterization, at least two samples of each film were carefully
diced into squares and placed into a custom-made four-point T measurement setup
which consists of a closed-cycle cryostat built around a cold head with a nominal
base temperature of 4.2 K. The samples were contacted with a linear four-pin probe
with spring-loaded pins, while the temperature was ramped up and down at a rate
of 0.1 K/min. We measured the room temperature sheet resistance and the T ,
defined as the temperature at which the resistivity of the film was half of that at 20
K.

In parallel, XPS measurements were performed to study the different composi-
tions of the 50 nm films, using a PHI Quantera II Scanning ESCA microprobe with
monochromatic Al K𝛼 radiation and a spot size of 100 µm. The composition of the
top surface, a native oxide layer as observed elsewhere [19], as well as the average
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Figure 3.1: (a) Schematics of the sputtering chamber. (b) Critical temperature T and Nb fraction x in
the alloy Nb Ti N vs. Nb sputtering power. The power applied to the Ti target was kept constant at
240 W RF for all film depositions. (c) Critical temperature Tc and Nb fraction x vs. sputtering power for
a constant power ratio. The lines are a guide to the eye.

bulk composition of the superconducting layer were determined. For the latter, 1
kV Ar sputter etched depth profiles with an area of 1x1 mm were conducted,
the thickness of 50 nm allowing for the etching without removing the underlying
NbTiN layer and for comparing values close to bulk conditions. The sensitivity fac-
tors for determining the composition were obtained by reference measurements
using time-of-flight elastic recoil detection analysis [20]. The XPS spectra reveal a
composition of the superconducting layer without contaminant species and with a
content of N of 50 ± 3%, which hints that our films can be considered as a mixture
of stoichiometric NbN and TiN [21] where the proportions of Nb and Ti depend on
the sputtering parameters. In figure 3.1(b) we compile the results from the T and
the XPS measurements and show that we can precisely control the composition of
the films in terms of Nb fraction x in the alloy Nb Ti N with a value ranging widely
from 0.39 to 0.86. We confirm that films with a higher Nb content yield a higher Tc,
varying from 10.02 K to 14.42 K for 50 nm films. To decouple the effect of the total
sputtering power on the film growth and on the Tc of the material, we deposited
another series of films, keeping the power ratio on both targets constant from P
= P = 190 W, up to P = P = 250 W. We observed a much lower impact
of the total power density on the T and a negligible impact on the Nb fraction x
(figure 3.1(c)). We attribute the slight shift of the T from 12.5 K to 13.5 K to a
change in the film density of our material, which is confirmed by the observation
of lower deposition rates for higher sputtering power. We conclude that the effects
we report in this article are mainly due to a change in the chemical composition of
the material.

We controlled the thickness of the films by measuring lift-off steps with an atomic
force microscope (AFM), as shown in figure 3.2(a). The roughness of a selection
of films was extracted from the AFM measurements, and we observed root mean
square (Rq) roughness values between 0.7 and 0.9 nm. Furthermore we used TEM
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Figure 3.2: Characterization of films with an Nb fraction x = 0.62. (a) AFM map showing the thickness
measurement step, and the Rq roughness value of 0.763 nm extracted from the region of interest. (b)
HRTEM micrograph of NbTiN deposited on a SiN support film. Inset: Fourier transform of a single grain
(indicated by the white square on the micrograph) imaged along the [110] zone axis. (c) Selected area
electron diffraction of the film. Inset: the extracted [200] lattice spacing scaled with Nb fraction x for
different samples.

to study the crystalline structure and nanoscale morphology of NbTiN obtained with
three different recipes (Nb powers of 60 W, 120 W and 180 W; constant Ti power
of 240 W RF). The instrument was operated at electron acceleration voltage of 300
kV and was equipped with an aberration corrector for the objective lens. The high
resolution TEM (HRTEM) image presented in figure 3.2(b) was taken on the film
with PNb = 120 W (Nb fraction x = 0.62) and reveals that our material is polycrys-
talline. The inset shows the Fourier transform of a single grain, which was indexed
to the [110] zone axis of the face-centered cubic structure of NbTiN. For the three
investigated samples, there was no sizeable change in the dimension and distribu-
tion of grains, which have on average a diameter of 4 to 5 nm, indicating that the
growth mode of the different films was not affected when modifying the recipes. In
figure 3.2(c) selected area electron diffraction results are presented, showing a ring
pattern typical for polycrystalline films. As can be seen in the inset, the [200] lattice
spacing (obtained by azimuthal integration using the PASAD plug-in [22] and Digital
Micrograph software) was found to scale with the Nb fraction x, which is expected
for the fully miscible ternary NbTiN alloy [19]. We note that the lattice parameters
were extracted from films grown on SiN TEM support films with a thickness of 10
nm, which most probably does not correspond to the lattice parameters of films de-
posited on SiO /Si substrates due to different levels of microscopic strain [22]. To
assess the influence of the substrate material in general, we directly compared the
superconducting properties of two samples, one on SiN and one on SiO , deposited
during the same sputtering run. We measured a difference in Tc of only 0.07 K
for the recipe with PNb = 120 W, which indicates that the material growth modes
on both substrates are similar. Hence, it is expected that the results presented
here are relevant for a broader range of silicon photonics platforms, e.g. integrated
circuits relying on SiN-based waveguides [23, 24].
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3.3. Detectors
The binding energy of the Cooper pairs in the superconductor as described in the
Bardeen-Cooper-Schrieffer theory [25] and in the Ginzburg-Landau description of
the SNSPD model [26] dictates the Tc of the films of a fixed thickness. It influences
the amount of quasi-particles that can be created upon absorption of a single photon
of any given energy [27]; as a result, the Tc strongly affects the intrinsic detection
efficiency of an SNSPD made from that material. Here we apply this concept and
verify the correlation between the Tc of our material and the intrinsic detection
efficiency of detectors made from eight different recipes and material compositions.

Figure 3.3: (a) SEM micrograph of the SNSPD structures patterned from the films. Inset: close-up
view on the meander nanowire lines. (b) Examples of normalized count rate at 1550 nm vs normalized
bias current of representative detectors from three different film recipes, all with a thickness of 9 nm.
(c) Average relative saturation plateau (I -I )/I for detectors made from films with different niobium
sputtering powers. The power applied to the Ti target was kept constant at 240 W RF for all film
depositions.

Figure 3.3 (a) depicts an SEM image of a meandering SNSPD patterned from
one of the films, following the fabrication steps described by the authors elsewhere
[14]. The meander covers a 10 𝜇m of diameter area, with a 50% filling factor
and a line width of 70 nm. A total of sixteen detectors were fabricated from each
film, and six were tested at 2.5 K in a closed-cycle cryostat. The structures were
flood-illuminated with continuous-wave lasers at two different wavelengths - 1310
nm and 1550 nm - and their response to light was characterized as a function of
bias current.

In figure 3.3 (b) we show the normalized count rates of the detectors with the
highest I from three different film recipes against the normalized bias current, and
we observe different shapes of the photon count rate curves. For films with an Nb
content of x = 0.39 and x = 0.85, the curves have an exponential shape up to the
critical current, whereas for the film with x = 0.62 a saturation plateau appears
at around 80% of the Ic. In figure 3.3 (c) we show the average of the relative
saturation plateau width of the devices made from each deposition recipe, which
we define as the difference between the critical current I and the saturation current
Isat normalized to the critical current (I -I )/I , and where I is the bias current
value at which the count rate is equal to 90% of its maximum value. We observe
an optimum of this plateau width for the recipe with x = 0.62 that can be explained
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by the fact that for a higher Nb content the higher T implies a stronger binding
of Cooper pairs in the material, reducing the internal detection efficiency. On the
other hand, for lower Nb contents, we observe that the critical current is reduced,
although it remains comparatively high for the operation temperature of 2.5K due
to the relatively large thickness of the films. The non-saturated photon count rate in
this composition regime could be linked to various composition-dependent material
parameters and remains a topic for future studies. By reducing the Nb fraction in
the alloy to 0.62 as measured by XPS, we can fabricate detectors with large cross-
sections of 9 nm × 70 nm with a saturated detection efficiency at 2.5 K, a large
critical current and a high yield with six working detectors out of six tested and
with a narrow spread of performances, due to a lesser sensitivity to the substrate
surface roughness. The parameters extracted from the films and detectors made
for each recipe are summarized in Table 1.

Table 1. Summary of films and corresponding detectors parameters 

Nb 
fraction 
x 

Nb 
power1 

Films Detectors 
Tc – 50 nm 
films 

RT sheet 
resistance 

Residual 
resistance ratio 
– 9 nm films 

Max. Jc 
Average relative 
saturation plateau 
width at 1550 nm W K Ω/� × 109 A/m2 

0.86 240 14.42 No film No film No detector No detector 

0.852 220 No film 480.25 3.80 20.79 0.04 

0.82 200 13.98 445.40 0.91 No detector No detector 

0.80 180 13.84 598.54 0.79 16.83 0.07 

0.75 160 13.67 539.13 0.80 14.52 0.07 

0.70 140 13.04 595.02 0.81 15.79 0.09 

0.62 120 12.49 320.56 0.41 16.98 0.12 

0.58 100 11.62 550.83 0.26 12.46 0.04 

0.49 80 10.98 608.39 0.88 9.68 0.01 

0.39 60 10.02 658.35 0.92 9.76 0.01 
1Ti sputter power constant at 240 W RF. 
2From fit. 

After selecting the optimal material recipe, we deposited a film with an Nb content x = 
0.62 on a substrate consisting of a DBR micro-cavity designed to enhance light absorption at 
the surface for a wavelength of 1550 nm. We packaged detectors into fiber-coupled chips 
using a self-aligning technique [29], and tested them in a 2.5 K cryostat, allowing us to 
precisely measure the system detection efficiency and timing jitter. We kept the same filling 
factor and linewidth of the nanowire, and designed detectors with a 20 µm active area which 
is suitable for coupling not only with single mode fibers at 1550 nm but also with graded 
index multi-mode fibers, facilitating the signal coupling into the fiber for a broad range of 
optical instruments. The DCR only becomes noticeable at a bias current of around 98% of the 
Ic, with some background counts present at lower bias accounting for < 200 counts per 
second, which we attribute to a residual coupling of black-body radiation, as presented for 
one of the detectors in Fig. 4(a). The use of fibers with DBR filtering on their end-facet as 
proposed elsewhere [30] is identified as a solution for reducing the background noise further. 
Using a diode laser operating at 1550 nm, a calibrated power meter and a calibrated variable 
attenuator to set the input flux of photons to 80,800 /s, we measured the SDE of the devices to 
be up to 80%, as represented in Fig. 4(a). We point out that due to the high critical current 
density (Jc) of the material, we also fabricated detectors from slightly thinner films, allowing 
to boost further the internal detection efficiency at the expense to a reduced critical current, 
although maintained high, and a reduced yield. With 30% of the detectors made from 9 nm 
thick films, system detection efficiencies of ~80% at 1550 nm and wide efficiency saturation 
starting between 0.8 and 0.9 Ic were achieved at 2.5 K. We attribute this remarkable 
fabrication yield for polycrystalline materials to the use of rather thick films, which are less 
sensitive to the substrate roughness. To measure the time jitter of the detector, we used a 
pulsed laser at 1550 nm, a calibrated variable attenuator and a 4 GHz, 40 GSample/s 
oscilloscope with a combined timing jitter of < 2 ps, and we measured the histogram of the 
time delay of the coincidence counts between the laser synchronization signal and the SNSPD 
pulses, as shown in Fig. 4(b). The SNSPD was biased at 95% of its Ic using a low temperature 
bias tee and the pulses were amplified using a cryo-compatible HEMT amplifier, both 
operated at 40 K, and the fitted system timing jitter was measured to be as low as 19.5 ps 
FWHM. 
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After selecting the optimal material recipe, we deposited a film with an Nb con-
tent x = 0.62 on a substrate consisting of a DBR micro-cavity designed to enhance
light absorption at the surface for a wavelength of 1550 nm. We packaged detec-
tors into fiber-coupled chips using a self-aligning technique [28], and tested them
in a 2.5 K cryostat, allowing us to precisely measure the system detection efficiency
and timing jitter. We kept the same filling factor and linewidth of the nanowire,
and designed detectors with a 20 µm active area which is suitable for coupling not
only with single mode fibers at 1550 nm but also with graded index multi-mode
fibers, facilitating the signal coupling into the fiber for a broad range of optical in-
struments. The DCR only becomes noticeable at a bias current of around 98% of
the Ic, with some background counts present at lower bias accounting for < 200
counts per second, which we attribute to a residual coupling of black-body radiation,
as presented for one of the detectors in figure 3.4 (a). The use of fibers with DBR
filtering on their end-facet as proposed elsewhere [29] is identified as a solution for
reducing the background noise further. Using a diode laser operating at 1550 nm,
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a calibrated power meter and a calibrated variable attenuator to set the input flux
of photons to 80,800 /s, we measured the SDE of the devices to be up to 80%,
as represented in figure 3.4 (a). We point out that due to the high critical current
density (J ) of the material, we also fabricated detectors from slightly thinner films,
allowing to boost further the internal detection efficiency at the expense to a re-
duced critical current, although maintained high, and a reduced yield. With 30% of
the detectors made from 9 nm thick films, system detection efficiencies of ∼80%
at 1550 nm and wide efficiency saturation starting between 0.8 and 0.9 Ic were
achieved at 2.5 K. We attribute this remarkable fabrication yield for polycrystalline
materials to the use of rather thick films, which are less sensitive to the substrate
roughness. To measure the time jitter of the detector, we used a pulsed laser at
1550 nm, a calibrated variable attenuator and a 4 GHz, 40 GSample/s oscilloscope
with a combined timing jitter of < 2 ps, and we measured the histogram of the
time delay of the coincidence counts between the laser synchronization signal and
the SNSPD pulses, as shown in figure 3.4 (b). The SNSPD was biased at 95% of
its I using a low temperature bias tee and the pulses were amplified using a cryo-
compatible HEMT amplifier, both operated at 40 K, and the fitted system timing
jitter was measured to be as low as 19.5 ps (FWHM).

Figure 3.4: (a) Measurement at 2.5 K of the System Detection Efficiency at 1550 nm of five detectors
and the Dark Count Rate (DCR) of one of the detectors vs. bias current for 20 m active area devices
made on DBR substrates from a 9 nm thick film. (b) Coincidence histogram of the SNSPD on DBR wafer
with the laser synchronization signal, revealing a FWHM timing jitter of 19.5 ps.

3.4. Conclusion
In summary, we have shown tailored composition and superconducting properties
of Nb Ti N thin films by controlling the power applied to separate targets in a re-
active co-sputtering deposition system. We verified that the influence of the applied
powers on the T and on the saturation capabilities of the detectors were mainly
due to a change in the chemical composition of the ternary alloy. We fabricated
devices from 9 nm thick films covering an active area of 20 𝜇m with saturated de-
tection efficiency at 1550 nm at 2.5 K, before moving on to realize fully packaged
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devices on DBR substrates with 80% SDE at 1550 nm, a timing jitter of 19.5 ps, and
a fabrication yield of 30%. Finally, the minimal impact on the film properties when
deposited on SiN suggests the possibility to use this room temperature optimized
recipe for the production of on-chip detectors integrated in temperature sensitive
photonic circuits [30].
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4. Superconducting nanowire single photon detectors based on disordered

NbRe films

Superconducting Nanowire Single Photon Detectors (SNSPDs) from Nb . Re .
granular nanowires are developed. The devices have a meander structure of wires
50 − 100 nm wide and cover a circular detection area with a diameter of about
10 - 16 𝜇m. The main figures of merit of the detectors are extracted from a flood
illumination process at 2.8 K, featuring a saturated internal efficiency up to 𝜆 =
1301 nm, recovery times between about 8 and 19 ns and jitter of about 35 ps.
These results confirm that Nb . Re . is a promising candidate for the realization
of fast SSPDs, as recently suggested.

4.1. Introduction

SNSPDs [1–3] are recognized as a mature platform for many applications as, for
instance, quantum information technology [4], Light Detection And Ranging (LI-
DAR) [5], spectroscopy [6], as well as mass spectrometry [7]. SSPDs indeed fulfill
the requirements of low dark counts rates (DCR) [8], high detection efficiency (DE)
[9, 10], fast response time [11], and low timing jitter [12–14] in a rather wide
spectral range [15, 16]. Despite these high operation standards, great efforts are
constantly spent to both gain insight on the mechanism responsible of the detection
process [17–19] and improve their performances. This last goal can be achieved
by optimizing the properties of the materials-of-choice in this field [20, 21], by de-
veloping alternative device design [1, 22–24], and testing new superconductors
[1, 25–27]. As far as the choice of the material is concerned, significant amount of
work was recently devoted to the use of amorphous superconductors (for example
WSi, MoGe, MoSi) [9, 10, 25] as alternative to the traditionally employed NbN [28]
and NbTiN [12]. Amorphous materials are distinguished for their detection perfor-
mance in the mid-infrared and for the robustness of their superconducting proper-
ties with respect to fabrication processing and surface roughness. However, as a
consequence of their lower energy gap, they suffer from low time resolution, high
dark counts, and low operation temperatures (< 1 K) [1]. It is clear that the figures
of merit of the devices based on these two classes of materials (crystalline nitrides
and amorphous superconductors) are deeply linked to their microscopic parameters
[1]. Based on these considerations, granular NbRe films was recently proposed as
a valuable alternative to combine the requests of a material with rather large values
of critical temperature, 𝑇c, and critical current, 𝐼c, intermediate between NbN and
other amorphous superconductors, along with a relatively robust fabrication proce-
dure, large expected hot-spot dimensions, and very short estimated quasiparticles
relaxation rates [29]. Here, the performances of nanowire single photon detectors
with a meander design realized on 8-nm-thick NbRe films are reported and their
main figures of merit are extracted. In particular, the dark count rate and internal
detection efficiency at different wavelengths (𝜆 = 516 − 1550 nm), the deadtime,
and the jitter were evaluated. In addition, variable angle ellipsometric measure-
ments of the optical properties for 𝜆 = 450 − 1650 nm were performed. All the
results are discussed and compared with the present literature.
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4.2. Film deposition, SNSPDs fabrication and De-
tector Statistics
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Figure 4.1: (a) SEM image of a typical fabricated devices with nm and nm. Inset:
zoomed image of the detector. (b) Normalized resistive transition, / n of the detector D3. (c) ( )
characteristics measured at . K on the detectors reported in Table 4.1.

NbRe films (composition Nb . Re . ) were deposited by DC magnetron sput-
tering in a UHV system at room temperature on oxidized 2” Si wafers from a target
with the same composition. The base pressure was 𝑃 ≈ 8 × 10 mbar and the
Ar pressure during the deposition was 𝑃Ar = 4 × 10 mbar. The thickness of the
NbRe film is 𝑑NbRe = 8 nm, a value comparable with the superconducting coher-
ence length estimated from upper critical field measurements, 𝜉 ∼ 5 nm [30]. At
this reduced thickness, the films are expected to have a 𝑇c well above the liquid
helium temperature, a normal state resistivity of about 𝜌n ≈ 80 𝜇Ω⋅cm, and a resid-
ual resistivity ratio, 𝑅𝑅𝑅 ≈ 0.7, where RRR is the ratio between the resistance at
room temperature, 𝑅RT, and at 𝑇 =10 K, 𝑅n [30]. The samples were patterned
by Electron Beam Lithography (EBL) using a 100 KV e-beam (Raith EBPG-5200)
on ARP-6200 (thickness ≈ 100 nm). The patterns were transferred to NbRe layer
by reactive ion etching with a SF6/O2 chemistry (12.5/3.4 standard cubic centime-
ter per minute). The resulting meanders were capped by 12 nm of SiN deposited
by plasma enhanced chemical vapor deposition, to prevent the film oxidation. To
evaluate the NbRe performance, a selection of the fabricated detectors are charac-
terized and presented here. In the following results on several devices, differing in
the nanowire linewidth, pitch and covered area are reported. The devices’ names
and characteristics (linewidth 𝑤, pitch 𝑝, and radius 𝑟) are summarized in Table 4.1.
In Fig. 4.1(a) a scanning electron microscope (SEM) image of a photon detector
meander with 𝑤 = 70 nm and 𝑝 = 140 nm is reported. The inset is an enlarged im-
age of the device, showing the well-defined nanowires. The devices were mounted
on a flood illumination holder in a Gifford-McMahon closed cycle cryostat. All fab-
ricated SSPDs were superconducting, as a confirmation of the robust properties of
the films which consist of small oriented crystallites [30]. In panel (b) of Fig. 4.1
the normalized resistive transition of the detector D3 is reported. The value of the
critical temperature, defined at the midpoint of the transition curve, 𝑇c = 6.03 K, is
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name 𝑤(nm) 𝑝(nm) 𝑟(𝜇m) 𝑡rise(ps) 𝑡fall(ns) 𝐽c(A/m )
D1 50 100 5 500 14.4 2.3 × 10
D2 60 120 5 425 8.15 2.0 × 10
D3 70 120 5 495 13.3 2.5 × 10
D4 70 140 8 700 18.8 2.0 × 10
D5 80 160 4.5 393 9.3 2.4 × 10
D6 80 160 4.5 425 7.43 3.2 × 10
D7 100 200 6 800 7.64 3.6 × 10

Table 4.1: Summary of the characteristics of the detectors under study.

in agreement with published data on single unstructured films [30]. It is worth to
underline that critical temperatures larger than 4.2 K simplifies the complexity of
the refrigeration system of a future NbRe-based detector.

Another important parameter along with 𝑇c, is the critical current, 𝐼c. In earlier
works, 𝑉(𝐼) characteristics were measured on micrometric strips either 15 or 5-
nm-thick [29, 31]. Here, the devices are characterized by Voltage - Current [𝑉(𝐼)]
measurements at 𝑇 = 2.8 K, as shown in panel (c) of Fig. 4.1 for all the analyzed
detectors. The values of the corresponding critial current density for the different
samples are reported in Table 4.1. Here it can be noticed that, despite the fact that
devices D3, D4 and D5, D6 are nominally identical, they differ for the critical current
density value, 𝐽c. This can be ascribed to the fact that they were fabricated on pieces
obtained from different location on the wafer. It is useful to compare the results
for 𝐽c with value of the depairing current density at the same reduced temperature,
𝑡 = 𝑇/𝑇c, estimated according to the expression for (𝐽 (𝑡)/𝐽 (0)) vs 𝑡 obtained
in the framework of the theory of Kupriyanov and Lukichev [32]. Since from Ref.
[29] it is 𝐽 (0) ≈ 2 × 10 A/m , it follows that 𝐽 (2.8K) ≈ 5.5 × 1010 A/m , a
value comparable with the measured value of 𝐽c, also considering the approxima-
tion used when estimating 𝐽 (0). In principle, this result should assure a good
detection efficiency [1]. As far as the DE is concerned, the literature suggests that
the polycrystalline structure with small crystallites and disorder-dominated trans-
port properties typical of NbRe films [29, 30], should also promote high efficiency
[9].

4.3. Single Photon Response of NbRe SNSPDs
In order to gain insight on the detection performance of the NbRe-based devices,
the internal efficiency as a function of the bias current, 𝐼b, was measured by flood
illumination at different wavelengths in the range 𝜆 = 516−1550 nm, with the coun-
trate of the devices kept around 100k events per second. The results, obtained at
𝑇 = 2.8 K, are reported for a representative of samples in Fig. 4.2 (left scale), along
with the dark counts rate (right scale). The internal quantum efficiency significantly
saturates at lower wavelengths for all the devices, but decreases at lower photon
energy. Interestingly, for 𝜆 = 516 − 1060 nm the saturation is reached for all the
detectors at a value of 𝐽b lower than the bias current at which the DCR starts to
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Figure 4.2: The normalized detection efficiency (dark count rates) as a function of the bias current mea-
sured at different wavelengths at . K is reported on the left (right) scale. Each panel corresponds
to a different NbRe-based detector.
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sensibly grow. These first results are encouraging, since no optimizations of the
film properties were implemented. The devices were also characterized in terms
of time performance. In order to estimate the recovery time, the detectors were bi-
ased with a current 𝐼b of about 95% of 𝐼c, and illuminated by a a picosecond pulsed
(5.2 ps) 1060 nm laser source. Single pulse and averaged pulse were recorded by
a room temperature amplifier readout circuitry. Fig. 4.3 presents typical average
voltage response as a function of time for a selection of detectors, obtained from the
average of 100 pulse traces from a 4GHz bandwidth oscilloscope. In the inset, the
average trace (line) is compared with a single shot pulse trace (points) for detector
D5. Here the characteristic times for the rise and fall sides, evaluated as the 20% -
80% width of the rising edge and reduction of 1/𝑒 of the amplitude at the decaying
side, respectively, are indicated. It results that the rise time spans from 𝑡D5rise = 393
ps of detector D5, to 𝑡D4rise = 700 ps and 𝑡D7rise = 800 ps of the wide area devices. The
shortest fall time is 𝑡D5fall =9.3 ns for detector D5, while 𝑡fall is shorter than 20 ns for
all the investigated devices. These values are competitive with those obtained for
NbTiN-based SSPD [12] and for other high-performance materials investigated so
far [1]. This result may be related to lower kinetic inductance comparing to other
platforms. The characteristic times of all the analyzed devices are summarized in
Table 4.1. Fig. 4.4 shows the time jitter (points) measured on the detector D5
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Figure 4.3: Average waveform transient for a representative of NbRe-based detectors measured at
. K. Inset: detection pulses for device D5 at . K, the single pulse data (points) is superimposed
on the averaged measurement (line). The characteristic times, D5

rise and
D5
fall, are indicated.
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biased with a current 𝐼b ≈ 95% ⋅𝐼c and illuminated by a 1030 nm ps pulsed laser.
In order to enhance the signal to noise ratio a cryogenic amplifier was used. The
data are slightly asymmetric probably due to small resistance variations in different
sections of the nanowire, which can be ascribed to the film oxidation [14]. The
points can be fitted by a Gaussian dependence (see line) and the timing jitter mea-
surements evaluated as the full width half maximum (FWHM). It results a timing
jitter of 35.1 ± 0.5 ps, a value comparable with respect to NbNTi at 𝑇 = 4.3 K [15]
which can be further improved by tuning the film properties, as well as optimizing
the detector design and fabrication [1, 12].
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Figure 4.4: Timing jitter for the detector D5 recorder at . K. See text for details.

4.4. Optical Property of NbRe
Finally, NbRe optical absorption was evaluated by variable angle ellipsometry over
the spectral range 𝜆 = 450 − 1650 nm. Ellipsometric spectra were acquired at
angles of incidence of 55, 60, 65, and 70 degrees. In order to estimate the com-
plex refractive index, the data were fitted by using transfer matrix simulations of
the absorption for TE polarization. The simulated structure comprises the following
layers, air/NbRe(8 nm)/SiO (230 nm)/Au reflector(150 nm)/Si substrate. The re-
sults concerning refractive index (𝑛) and extinction (𝑘) spectra as a function of 𝜆 are
reported in Fig. 4.5. Both 𝑛(𝜆) and 𝑘(𝜆) present a quite a steep increase at longer
wavelengths. At 𝜆 = 1550 nm 𝑛 = 6.22 and 𝑘 = 5.90. These values are higher
than what reported for films of MoSi, NbN and NbTiN about 5-nm-thick, but also
for NbN films of 12 nm [33]. The inset of Fig. 4.5 shows the simulated absorption
as a function of 𝜆 for different values of the devices’ filling factor, 𝑓𝑓 = 𝑤/𝑝. Inter-
estingly, in the infrared range the absorption is larger than 80% even for 𝑓𝑓 = 0.2,
and at 𝜆 = 1550 nm the highest absorption as large as 99.97% is obtained for
moderate 𝑓𝑓 = 0.4. This last result, along with the large values estimated for 𝑘,
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suggests that it may be possible to realize devices with high absorption efficiency
by using shorter meander with low 𝑓𝑓, with the consequent effect of improving
the time performance of the detector. The main figures of merit of the inves-
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Figure 4.5: Wavelength dependence of refractive index (green line) and extinction coefficient (red line).
Inset: wavelength dependence of the simulated absorption for different values of .

tigated devices confirm that NbRe is a promising material for the the realization of
SSPD with high performances. The presented results are encouraging especially
because this work represents a pilot experiment which was intended to probe the
applicability of NbRe in the field of photon detection. In particular, it results that the
performances in terms of time resolution are comparable with many of the already
employed materials. For these reasons, further investigation of detectors based on
this promising material will be subject of future works, with the aim to improve the
performance of the devices as well as to shed a light on the detection mechanisms
in this material. Concerning the first point, there is surely room for improvement in
the material intrinsic parameters, as well as in the device fabrication. Film thickness
and deposition conditions can be controlled to finely tune 𝐼c, 𝑇c, resistivity, and film
microstructure, and, as a consequence, the detector performances. Moreover, it
is desirable to perform further investigation to understand the detection mecha-
nism involved in this material [17, 34], such as the study of vortex fluctuation and
switching phenomena [35, 36].
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4.5. Conclusion
In conclusion, the promising performance of NbRe-based SSPDs at an easily acces-
sible cryogenic temperature was demonstrated. Due to both the reduced value of 𝜉
and the granular film structure[30], the superconducting properties are robust with
respect to the nano-patterning process. The devices show a clear saturated DE up
to 𝜆 = 1301 nm at 𝑇 = 2.8 K, with a time resolution, △𝑇 = 33.1 ps, competitive
with currently employed superconductors. In addition, at infrared wavelength, sim-
ulations return an extinction parameter exceeding 6, and an absorption more than
99% for 𝑓𝑓 =0.4, which may indicate good performance also of shorter devices.
This work paves the way for the optimization of future devices based on NbRe, in
particular by tuning the film microscopical properties as well as geometry, along
with the experimental set-up, NbRe-based devices may represent an alternative to
Nitride based SSPDs as well as to amorphous materials because of their improved
performances in terms of time resolution and the operating temperature higher
than 4.2 K.
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detectors with high detection efficiency and time resolution

In the past decade superconducting nanowire single photon detectors (SNSPDs)
have gradually become an indispensable part of any demanding quantum optics ex-
periment. Until now, most SNSPDs are coupled to single-mode fibers. SNSPDs cou-
pled to multimode fibers have shown promising efficiencies but are yet to achieve
high time resolution. For a number of applications ranging from quantum nano-
photonics to bio-optics, high efficiency and high time-resolution are desired at the
same time. In this chapter, we demonstrate the role of polarization on the effi-
ciency of multi-mode fiber coupled detectors and fabricated high performance 20,
25 and 50 𝜇m diameter detectors targeted for visible, near infrared, and telecom
wavelengths. A custom-built setup was used to simulate realistic experiments with
randomized modes in the fiber. We achieved over 80% system efficiency and <20
ps timing jitter for 20 𝜇m SNSPDs. Also, we realized 70% system efficiency and
<20 ps timing jitter for 50 𝜇m SNSPDs. The high efficiency multimode fiber cou-
pled SNSPDs with unparalleled time resolution will benefit various of quantum optics
experiments and applications in the future.

5.1. Introduction
Generating and detecting light at the single photon level has enabled a wide range
of scientific breakthroughs in several fields, such as quantum optics, bio-imaging
and astronomy. High performance single-photon sources have been realized in sev-
eral platforms such as nonlinear crystals [1], color centers [2], atoms [3], molecules
[4], and quantum dots (QDs) [5]. Collecting light from most of these single-photon
emitters, however, is a challenge. For example, QDs have emerged as excellent
sources of single photons with outstanding single-photon purity [6] and promising
candidates for high throughput generation of entangled photons [7, 8]. Currently,
most high performance QDs are realized on III-V semiconductor platforms. Due
to the nature of their emission and also high refractive index of these materials,
extracting photons and coupling them to single-mode fibers has been a major chal-
lenge. Many groups have explored processing of III-V quantum dots to enhance
the coupling to optical fibers [9–11]. However, coupling photons from QDs to single
mode fiber, which has a low numerical aperture (NA) and a small core diameter,
imposes demanding constraints on the laboratory setup. Multimode fibers, on the
other hand, offer larger core diameters as well as higher NA, and provide several
optical modes which significantly relaxes the task of optical coupling. In the field of
tissue imaging, photons rapidly get scattered. After a short distance in the tissue,
in the order of 1 mm, the transmitted ballistic light is attenuated by about 10 orders
of magnitude [12]. Therefore most collected photons are scattered and diffused
ones. These photons cannot be easily collected and supported by single mode
fibers thus large core, high NA and many modes are necessary. Similarly, in re-
mote laser ranging applications, for example SNSPD-based lidar system, multimode
fibers are preferably chosen since they offer larger active area and easier coupling
to telescope compared with single mode fiber. However, the SNSPDs used in the
lidar system are smaller than the core size of multimode fiber [13]. Thus large size
SNSPDs coupled to multimode fiber with simultaneously high efficiency and high
time resolution will benefit remote laser ranging applications.
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Once light is coupled to fibers, SNSPDs are outstanding single-photon detectors
because of their combined performances of high detection efficiency, high time res-
olution and low dark count rate[14]. Attempts have been made to couple SNSPDs
to 50 𝜇m and 100 𝜇m multimode fibers [15–17]. Also using lenses to focus the
input beam, multimode fibers were coupled to smaller SNSPDs and SNSPD arrays
[18–20], but the achieved time resolution of the larger detectors have been lim-
ited to 76-105 ps. Recent works [21, 22] suggested significant tradeoff between
SNSPD’s length and its time response due to the geometrical jitter. However, a
number of experimental observations [14, 23–25] contradict this. Here, we also
demonstrate a very high time resolution for large area (long) SNSPDs.

In this paper, we designed and fabricated SNSPDs for several wavelength bands
spanning from visible to telecom. To investigate the role of polarization on the sys-
tem detection efficiency, we carefully characterized detectors using both standard
SM fibers with polarization control and MM fibers with randomized modes and polar-
ization. We also studied the influence of fiber dispersion on the instrument response
function (IRF) of the system. Specially, with our low timing jitter 50 𝜇m diameter
SNSPD we extracted the jitter introduced by geometrical factor. Compared to pre-
vious reports, the much lower timing jitter for large size SNSPDs in our work will
benefit quantum optics experiments and applications in the future.

5.2. SNSPD fabrication and measurement setup

Similar to [14], we fabricated SNSPDs for the wavelength range of 500-1550 nm
out of sputtered 9-11 nm thick films of NbTiN. Figure 5.1(a) shows a scanning
electron microscopy image of two fabricated SNSPDS, where left and right images
show SNSPDs with 20 and 50 𝜇m in diameter, respectively. To achieve saturation
of internal efficiency, we fabricated the detectors for visible and near infrared using
10-11 nm films and the telecom SNSPDs out of 9 nm films. The meander width for
visible detectors was 100 nm and for near infrared and telecom it was fixed to 70
nm. The filling factor in all cases was 0.5. As shown in figure 5.1(b) and (c), two
optical setups were built to measure the SDE of SNSPDs with SM and MM fibers. In
figure 5.1(b), light from a laser diode is guided by SM fiber to a digital attenuator,
polarization controller, and then coupled to another SM fiber which brings the light
into the 2.4 K cryostat. The right of figure 5.1(b) shows the Gaussian mode of
light inside the SM fiber. In order to evaluate the efficiency of multi-mode coupled
devices for practical applications, as shown in figure 5.1(c), light from a laser diode
is coupled to an optical U-shape bench containing neutral density (ND) filters for
attenuating the light power and two diffusers with different grades for generating
hybrid light modes. Another MM fiber is used at the other end of the U-bench to
couple light into the 2.4 K cryostat. Inside the cryostat, the same type of MM fiber
is used to couple light to SNSPDs. As a comparison, the picture on the right side
of figure5.1(c) represents an image of the core of MM fiber at the output of the
U-bench indicating hybrid modes in the 50 𝜇m multimode fiber.
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Figure 5.1: (a) Scanning electron microscopy images of a 20 m diameter SNSPD (left) and 50 m
diameter SNSPD (right). System detection efficiency measurement with two different setups: (b) SM
fiber setup and (c) MM fiber setup.

5.3. Simulation and system detection efficiencymea-
surement

Figure 5.2 shows the FDTD simulation of three different optical cavities for enhanc-
ing the photon absorption in the meander. Since the absorption is dependent on
the polarization of the vertically incident light [26], we simulated the maximum ab-
sorption (TE) and minimum absorption (TM) for Gaussian mode light. The average
of TE and TM absorption, unpolarized (UP), is used to present the case where light
is in hybrid mode. In figure 5.2(a), an aluminum mirror with a thin layer of 𝑆𝑖𝑂
(about 70 nm) is employed to enhance the absorption for a meander with 100 nm
line-width and 200 nm pitch. One benefit of this cavity is that the peak absorp-
tion wavelength can be simply shifted by tuning the thickness of the 𝑆𝑖𝑂 layer or
adding extra 𝑆𝑖𝑂 on top. In figure 5.2(a), the absorption wavelength center was
set around 525 nm. At 516 nm, the absorption of TE mode reaches 89% while
for the TM mode it is 86%. As a result, the averaged absorption of TE and TM
remains at about 87.5%. For 900 nm and 1550 nm, we simulated detectors on a
Distributed Bragg Reflector (DBR) cavity for a better agreement with our experi-
mental samples. In both cases, the DBR comprised 6.5 periods of 𝑁𝑏 𝑂 and 𝑆𝑖𝑂
bilayers. The thickness of 𝑁𝑏 𝑂 /𝑆𝑖𝑂 was 155/99 nm for 900 nm and 268/173
nm for 1550 nm, respectively. For both cases, we set the meander to be 70 nm
line-width and 140 nm pitch, which was the same in our fabrication process. In
figure 5.2(b), the absorption of the TE mode approaches 92% while TM mode is
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52% at 900 nm, and the averaged value is 72%. At 1550 nm the simulated TE and
TM efficiency, shown in figure 5.2(c), are 92% and 22%, which yields an average
of 57%. This significant difference in absorption for TE and TM is due to stronger
polarization dependence at telecom wavelength comparing to VIS and NIR.

To characterize single mode SDE of our fabricated detectors, laser diodes with
different wavelengths were used as photon source (continuous wave). The power
of the laser was recorded by a calibrated power meter and was stabilized at 10
nW. After the power stabilization, an attenuation of BB was added by the digital
attenuator and then the laser was coupled to the SNSPD. For SDE measurement
with MM fiber, we recorded the laser power before (P ) and after (P ) the U-bench
with a calibrated power meter. By adding different ND filters in the U-bench, we
controlled the ratio of P /P close to 50 dB. Then we set the power of the input
laser also at 10 nW for efficiency measurements. In both cases, the total input
photon number can be back calculated from the input laser power. A commercial
SNSPD driver was used to control the bias current and read the count rate. In all
SDE measurements we subtracted dark counts from the total photon counts, and
this was negligible for single mode measurements and multimode measurements
at visible and the near infrared. However, telecom detectors coupled to MM fiber
detect a significant amount of fiber coupled blackbody radiation. We also removed
another 3.6% to account for the end-facet reflection of the fiber where we measured
the input power[14]. As shown in figure 5.3(a), at 516 nm the SDE of the 50 𝜇m
detector is 70% measured with both SM (red/cyan curve) and MM (purple curve)
fiber. All detectors show well saturated internal efficiency. With SM fiber coupled to
the SNSPD, there was negligible polarization dependence, which means the TE and
TM modes are equally absorbed by the nanowiwe and therefore we also measured
a similar efficiency with MM fiber coupled detectors. To avoid detector latching, we
used a resistive bridge similar to [14]. We also fabricated 25 𝜇m diameter SNSPDs
(70 nm width/140 nm pitch) for visible wavelength range. Since this detector was
significantly larger than the fiber, it offers more alignment tolerance and better
absorption of cladding modes. An SDE about 80% was achieved for this type of
detectors coupled to a 20 𝜇m fiber (yellow curve in figure 5.3(a)). We also showed
dark count rates of SNSPDs with both SM fiber, 25, and 50 𝜇m multimode fiber in
figure 5.3(a)). When SNSPDs reach saturated detection efficiency, the dark count
rate is below 0.2 Hz for both single mode and multimode fiber coupling at 516 nm,
however, for 878 nm, figure 5.3(b), and 1550 nm, figure 5.3(c), dark count rates
are much higher when SNSPDs are coupled to multimode fibers. As shown in the
inset of figure 5.3(c), when 1550 nm SNSPD is coupled to multimode fiber, the dark
count rate is approximately 1000 times higher than the single mode fiber coupling.
This is caused by black body radiation coupled to fiber modes and detected by
efficient (compared to visible and NIR) telecom detector.

At 878 nm as shown in 5.3(b), TE and TM mode detection efficiency are signif-
icantly different. For optimized polarization (TE), the SDE approached 80% while
for TM polarization, SDE was only 40%. The polarization dependence ratio was
a factor of 2, which is in close agreement with our simulations. With our multi-
mode efficiency measurement setup, we coupled hybrid modes and fully illuminate
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the SNSPD. We measured an SDE of 60% for MM fiber coupled detector at 878nm
which is in perfect agreement with an average of TE and TM efficiency measured
with SM fiber. Similarly, at 1550 nm the TE efficiency was 75% and TM was 20%.
The measured polarization dependence was larger, a factor of 3.75 and thus the ef-
ficiency measured with a multi-mode fiber was only 50%. Polarization dependence
can be improved by using index matching top dielectric layers [27, 28] at the cost
of bandwidth or employing fractal structures detectors [29].

(b)

(c)

(a)

NbTiN
SiO2 
Al mirror
Si substrate NbTiN

DBR 900
Si substrate

NbTiN
DBR 1550
Si substrate

Figure 5.2: Simulated reflectivity of (a) Aluminum/ cavity for visible wavelength (b) DBR for 900
nm and (c) DBR for 1550 nm wavelength.

5.4. Jitter measurement and analysis
For SNSPDs, the instrument response function (IRF) usually has a Gaussian distri-
bution and FWHM is commonly used as value of IRF of the system, also known as
jitter. In this work, we used a 50 MHz picosecond pulsed laser (4.2 ps pulse width)
at 1064 nm and attenuated it to have much less than 1 photon per pulse ( on detec-
tor < 50-100 kHz count rate). The electrical reference signal was provided by a fast
photo diode. An oscilloscope with 4 GHz bandwidth and 40 GHz sampling rate was
used to record the SNSPD signal pulse and to measure the jitter. We triggered on
the rising edge of the SNSPD pulse as the start signal, and triggered the same way
on the synchronized electric reference signal as stop. By building the distribution of
time delay between start and stop, we acquired the IRF histogram and extracted its
FWHM as jitter. In each jitter measurement we recorded over 100 thousand data
points.

√𝑏 − 𝑎 = 11.5(𝑝𝑠). (5.1)
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(a) (b) 

(c) 

Figure 5.3: (a) SDE of 25/50 m diameter SNSPD at 516 nm (b) SDE of a 20 m diameter SNSPD at
878 nm and (c) SDE of a 20 m diameter SNSPD at 1550 nm.

This 11.5 ps consists geometrical jitter, and inhomogeneity induced jitter [30],
however, the geometrical factor induced jitter is no more than 11.5 ps, which is two
orders of magnitude lower than previous reported results [22, 31].(The total length
of our 50 𝜇m SNSPD is about 5 mm). The achieved jitter for both 20 and 50 𝜇m
SNSPDs in this work is the best reported time resolution for multimode fiber coupled
SNSPDs so far and will offer opportunities for future quantum optics experiments
with high time resolution requirements.

5.5. Conclusions
In this paper, we designed, fabricated, and characterized multimode fiber coupled
SNSPDs for visible, near infrared, and telecom wavelength. For visible wavelength,
polarization dependence was negligible thus both single-mode and multi-mode cou-
pled SNSPDs showed >80% system detection efficiency. For near-infrared and
telecom wavelengths, polarization dependence plays an important role and its ratio
increases with wavelength. We reached 60% and 50% system detection efficiency
with randomized mode illumination for 878 nm and 1550 nm, respectively. For jitter
measurements, step-index multimode fibers introduce light dispersion thus the IRF
showed multiple peaks. By using graded-index multimode fibers, this issue can be
solved and together with cryogenic amplifier readout circuitry, the jitter of MM fiber
coupled SNSPDs can be improved to sub-20 ps. Since our multimode fiber-coupled
SNSPDs have high system detection efficiency and high timing resolution at the
same time, they can improve the performance of existing experiments in quantum
optics, life science and satellite based space communication in the future.
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(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Figure 5.4: Jitter measurement of (a) 20 m diameter SNSPD with step-index MM fiber/room-
temperature amplifier (b) 20 m diameter SNSPD with graded-index MM fiber/cryogenic amplifier (c) 50
m diameter SNSPD with SM fiber plugged tightly/cryogenic amplifier and (d) 50 m diameter SNSPD
with SM fiber unplugged from detector/cryogenic amplifier.
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6. Mid-infrared Single-photon Detection Using Superconducting NbTiN
Nanowires with Sub-15 ps Time Resolution in a Gifford-McMahon

Cryocooler

Shortly after their inception [1], superconducting nanowire single-photon detec-
tors (SNSPDs) became the leading quantum light detection technology [2]. With
the capability of detecting single-photons with near-unity efficiency [3–5], high
time resolution [6, 7], low dark count rate [8], and fast recovery time [9], SNSPDs
outperform conventional single-photon detection techniques. However, detecting
lower energy single-photons (<0.8 eV) with high efficiency and low timing jitter has
remained a challenge. To achieve unity internal efficiency at mid-infrared wave-
lengths, previous works [10, 11] used amorphous superconducting materials with
low energy gaps at the expense of reduced time resolution (close to a nanosecond
[12]), and by operating them in complex mK dilution refrigerators. In this work, we
provide an alternative approach with SNSPDs fabricated from 5-9.5 nm thick NbTiN
superconducting films and devices operated in conventional Gifford-McMahon (GM)
cryocoolers. By optimizing the superconducting film deposition process, film thick-
ness and nanowire design, our fiber-coupled devices achieved > 70% system de-
tection efficiency (SDE) at 2 µm and sub-15 ps timing jitter. Furthermore, detectors
from the same batch demonstrated unity internal detection efficiency at 3 µm and
80% internal efficiency at 4 µm, paving the road for an efficient mid-infrared single-
photon detection technology with unparalleled time resolution and without mK cool-
ing requirements. We also systematically studied the dark count rates (DCRs) of
our detectors coupled to different types of mid-infrared optical fibers and black-
body radiation filters. This offers insight into the trade-off between bandwidth and
dark count rates for mid-infrared SNSPDs. To conclude, this paper significantly ex-
tends the working wavelength range for SNSPDs made from polycrystalline NbTiN
to 1.5-4 µm, and we expect quantum optics experiments and applications in the
mid-infrared range to benefit from this far-reaching technology.

6.1. Introduction
Detecting light at the single photon level has enabled novel scientific and industrial
applications in recent decades [2]. Specifically, near- and mid-infrared detection
are crucial for areas such as infrared fluorescence and spectroscopy [13–15], semi-
conductor and industrial production monitoring [16, 17], planetary soil studies [18],
remote light detection and ranging [19] as well as two-photon entanglement and
interference [20] experiments. However, since photon energy is inversely propor-
tional to wavelength, detecting long wavelength photons is intrinsically more chal-
lenging than detecting shorter wavelength photons. Generally, Si-based detectors
can be used for infrared detection but suffer from a low cut-off wavelength, typically
around 1.1 µm [21], making them inefficient for long wavelength photon detection.
Si:Sb based impurity band conduction detectors show mid-infrared light detection
capability but not at the single-photon level [22]. Similarly, narrow-bandgap pho-
toconductive semiconductors, like HgCdTe, InAs and InGaAs detectors suffer from
low efficiency, large dark counts and poor time resolution [23]. In contrast, SNSPDs
have high detection efficiency [3–5], high detection rates [24], low dark count rates
(DCR) [8], unprecedented temporal resolution [6, 7] and thus outperform traditional
infrared single-photon detectors.

In 2001, NbN-based SNSPDs were first demonstrated by detecting 810 nm single-
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photons [1]. Subsequently, SNSPDs fabricated on different platforms were explored
and developed [2]. Although high system detection efficiencies have been realized
and reported for the UV [25], visible [26] and near-infrared/telecom [3–5, 27],
detecting single-photons beyond 1550 nm with high efficiency and time resolution
has remained a challenge [28]. Early works showed amorphous WSi based SNSPDs
could be used for mid-infrared detection. However, these studies employed 4-6 nm
thin superconducting films, resulting in low critical currents which is detrimental to
the timing jitter. The reported temporal resolution was close to the nanosecond
scale [12]. Also, these devices must be operated at sub-Kelvin temperatures, re-
quiring complex dilution refrigerators. NbN-based SNSPDs with ultra-narrow line
widths showed sensitivity up to 5 µm (saturated internal efficiency until 2.7 µm)
[29]. A consequence of squeezing the nanowire width to around 30 nm makes fab-
rication challenging and degrades the detectors’ time resolution with the reduced
critical current.

Alternatively, our previous work [30] showed that by optimizing the stoichiome-
try of polycrystalline NbTiN film during reactive magnetron co-sputtering deposition,
it is possible to make SNSPDs with strongly saturated efficiency plateaus in the near-
infrared region at 2.8 K operating temperature, and also high performance at visible
wavelengths up to 7 K [31]. Also, relatively thick NbTiN superconducting films were
used [6, 32] to improve our detectors’ optical absorption and critical current, there-
fore enhancing efficiency and time resolution. Building on our previous results, in
this work we made SNSPDs from 5, 6.5, 7.5 and 9.5 nm thick NbTiN films with differ-
ent nanowire designs. First, by characterizing our SNSPDs using flood illumination,
we optimized the meander design in terms of internal detection efficiency. Encour-
aged by our initial characterization results, we fabricated fiber-coupled SNSPDs and
achieved a system detection efficiency of >70% at 2 µm in Gifford-McMahon (GM)
cryo-coolers (2.4-2.8 K). Broadband detectors were also demonstrated with >50%
SDE over the entire 1550-2000 nm range with sub-15 ps timing jitter. Furthermore,
devices made from 7.5 and 6.5 nm films showed unity internal detection efficiency
at 3 µm and 80% internal efficiency at 4 µm. We also systematically studied the
DCRs from the detector itself (intrinsic DCRs) and from black-body radiation deliv-
ered by different types of fibers as well as coated fibers as a technique to reduce
the DCR. These results offer a comprehensive understanding of the origin of dark
counts in mid-infrared SNSPD systems.

6.2. SNSPD Fabrication and Measurement Setup
Similar to [30], we deposited superconducting NbTiN films by a reactive magnetron
co-sputtering deposition process. The stoichiometry of the films was controlled
by adjusting the sputtering powers on the Ti and Nb targets. Film thickness was
determined by a calibrated crystal microbalance and SNSPDs were fabricated as
described in [6]. Our fabricated detectors were either tested under flood illumi-
nation (figure 6.1 (a)), or etched into a key-hole die shape and packaged using a
standard ferrule and mating sleeves approach [33] (figure 6.1 (b)). This coupling
method guarantees automatic alignment between detector and optical fibers for
accurate system efficiency measurements. Both the flood illumination and fiber-
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coupled setup are shown in figure 6.1 (c).
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Figure 6.1: Illustration of (a) detector flood illumination, (b) a fiber-coupled detector, and (c) schematic
of the efficiency measurement set-up.

As shown in figure 6.1 (c), we employ a near-infrared tunable laser (JGR-TLS5,
1260-1650 nm) and mid-infrared CW lasers with different wavelengths (2000 and
2700 nm laser from Thorlabs, 3001 and 4013 nm laser from Nanoplus) as input
photon sources. Single mode optical fibers are used to couple the light to the
first fiber-to-fiber coupler (containing neutral density filters and a polarizer). A
beam splitter is then used to create a reference arm with the majority of the power
coupled to a calibrated power meter 𝑃 . The signal beam with the lowest power
is sent to the second fiber-to-fiber coupler, also containing a polarizer and neutral
density filters. A polarization controller is used to tune the polarization state of the
light after the second fiber-to-fiber coupler. After recording the light power intensity
emerging from the polarization controller with power meter 𝑃 , the light is guided
to the system to carry out either flood illumination or fiber-coupled measurements.
For flood illumination measurements, the input light is heavily attenuated to the
single-photon regime. For fiber-coupled device measurements we use the following
procedure: we first set the ratio 𝑃 /𝑃 to 50 dB by placing ND (neutral density) filters
in both fiber-to-fiber couplers, and then add additional ND filters to the first coupler
to reach 𝑃 = 10nW. In this way, the input photon flux can be back calculated. For
example, 10 nW with 50 dB attenuation at 2000 nm corresponds to an input photon
flux of 1.006 × 10 photons per second. More measurement details can be found
in our previous work [4].

6.3. Characterization of SNSPDs with Flood Illumi-
nation

In this work, SNSPDs with different nanowire widths (40/60/80 nm) and diameters
(8/9/10 µm) were fabricated from 5-9.5 nm thick NbTiN films. For example, 60-
120-r4 refers to a meandering nanowire design with 60 nm wide lines, a pitch of
120 nm, and 4 µm radius (see insert in figure 6.3 (b)).
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(a) (b)

1550 nm 1550 nm

1625 nm 1625 nm

2000 nm 2000 nm

Figure 6.2: Internal efficiency measurements of SNSPDs fabricated from (a) 9.5 nm and (b) 7.5 nm
thick NbTiN films.

As shown in figure 6.2 (a), at 1550 and 1625 nm, the 40 nm width device (yel-
low), 60 nm width device (green ) and 80 nm width device ( red ) all showed satu-
rated internal efficiencies. When the laser wavelength was increased to 2000 nm,
the 40 and 60 nm wide nanowires (yellow and green) devices maintained saturated
internal efficiencies, while the 80 nm wide nanowire device (red curve) does not
reach unity internal efficiency. To obtain greater saturated internal efficiency, one
possible solution is to make narrower lines. However, with narrower line width
(<40nm) the nanofabrication patterning, development, and etching, become more
critical. This will, in general, affect the fabrication yield. Alternatively, we sputtered
7.5 nm thick NbTiN films and made detectors with the same designs and nanofab-
rication process. As shown in figure 6.2(b), by using 7.5 nm thick NbTiN film, all
devices with line widths ranging from 40-80 nm showed unity internal efficiency at
2000 nm. Detailed performance of devices based on 9.5 and 7.5 nm films is sum-
marized in table 6.1. A thinner film leads to lower critical currents (for the same
meander design), timing jitter is thus higher because the output pulse has a lower
signal to noise ratio [34]. The rise time (time interval for signal to go from 20%-
80% of the pulse amplitude) of the devices on 7.5 nm NbTiN was longer than for
the 9.5 nm devices and dead-time (width of pulse at level of 1/e of the amplitude)
was also slightly longer, this can be explained by the fact that devices made with
thinner films have higher kinetic inductance.

Meander
Structure

𝐼 (µA)
9.5/7.5 nm

Rise-time (ps)
9.5/7.5 nm

Dead-time (ns)
9.5/7.5 nm

Jitter (ps)
9.5/7.5 nm

80-160-r4.5 25.0/18.4 350/375 9.3/10.6 30/44
60-120-r4 18.2/14 325/335 11.6/12.6 40/45
40-80-r5 8.40/6 400/425 38.4/49.2 93/97

Table 6.1: Flood illumination measurement results of 9.5 and 7.5 nm NbTiN based SNSPDs.
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Figure 6.3: (a) Photon counting rate (PCR) curves at 2700 nm of 60-120-r4 detectors from 7.5 nm
(green) and 9.5 nm (blue) film, (b) PCR curves at 3001 nm of 60-120-r4 detector/purple and 1.1×9 µm
detector/red from 7.5 nm film, (c) PCR curves at 4013 nm of a 40-120-r5 detector from 6.5 nm film, and
(d) statistics of device yield made from films with different thicknesses.

The above results show that saturated internal efficiency until 2000 nm can be
obtained with detectors made from 9.5/7.5 nm thick films. In order to explore
the internal saturation limit, we carried out longer wavelength flood illumination
measurements at 2700 and 3001 nm for a number of selected detectors. Figure
6.3 (a) shows detectors with 60-120-r4 meander design from both 9.5/7.5 nm films
at 2700 nm. Both detectors reach unity internal efficiency and detectors from 7.5 nm
film (dark green curve) show stronger saturated internal efficiency than detectors
from 9.5 nm film (light blue curve). This is because by reducing the thickness
of the superconducting film, the superconducting energy gap is reduced with the
same input photon power, it is easier to break the superconducting state and form
a resistive region [35].

Previous measurements at 2700 nm indicate that detectors made from 7.5 nm
films are still promising for detecting single photons beyond 2700 nm, we fabricated
two types of SNSPDs from a 7.5 nm NbTiN film and measured their detection per-
formances at 3001 nm. As shown in figure 6.3 (b), a ’large’ meandering nanowire
detector design of 60-120-r4 (purple), and a ’small’ detector design with line-width
60 nm, filling factor 50%, 1.1 × 9 µm (red) were employed. Both detectors show
saturated internal efficiency at 3001 nm and the smaller detector shows superior
saturated internal efficiency over the larger one. According to a previous study
[36], the performance of SNSPDs is influenced by the inhomogeneity of the super-
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conducting film. Since the total length of the small detector (∼ 90 µm) is more
than 3 times shorter than the large (∼ 418 µm), less inhomogeneity can be ex-
pected and better detection performance is observed. This shows that by reducing
SNSPD’s total length, better detection performance can be potentially achieved. In
previous works [11], the best performing device was a single 10-µm-long line. As
a consequence the active area is smaller, which can be increased by using different
detector architectures, for example multi-pixel [37] or interleaved nanowire designs
[38].

Finally, we evaluated detectors made from even thinner films (5 and 6.5 nm).
In figure 6.3 (c), we demonstrate that a detector (40-120-r5) from 6.5 nm film
achieves 80% internal efficiency at 4013 nm (determined using a sigmoid curve
fitting). This represents the state-of-the-art mid-infrared polycrystalline material
based SNSPDs. To get a better understanding of the film thickness on the detector
performance, we created an overview in figure 6.3 (d). We present the statistics
of 32 fabricated SNSPDs from 4 different films. It is clear that 5 and 6.5 nm films
suffer from low yield. The detectors made from the 5 nm films do not work well,
because of their low critical current (1-2 µA). The non-working detectors from the
6.5 nm film did not show unity internal efficiency at 1550 nm possibly caused by
lower film homogeneity of the thin film [6]. In contrast, 7.5 and 9.5 nm films show
higher yield but detectors from the 9.5 nm film start to show decreased internal
efficiency in the mid-infrared compared to detectors from the 7.5 nm film. Here, we
suggest two practical solutions to solve the trade-off between film thickness and
performance for future mid-infrared SNSPDs study: Bias-assisted sputtering can be
applied to improve the critical current of SNSPDs [39] and post-processing treat-
ment (for example, helium ion irradiation [40]) can enhance the internal efficiency
of SNSPDs made from thicker films.

6.4. Measurements of Fiber-coupled SNSPDs
For most quantum optics experiments and applications, a fiber-coupled detector/system
is preferred because of mature fiber optics technology and instruments.

The previous section provides evidence that both 7.5 and 9.5 nm NbTiN super-
conducting films are suitable for making mid-infrared SNSPDs in terms of good yield
and internal efficiency while a reduced thickness (5-6.5 nm) leads to fewer working
devices. Thus, we fabricated fiber-coupled SNSPDs from 7.5 nm thick NbTiN film.
Similar to [4], the NbTiN films were initially deposited on SiO grown by thermal oxi-
dation process and nanowire meanders were eventually located on top of a Au/SiO
membrane acting as optical cavity. After packaging and wire bonding, detectors
were mounted in a closed-cycle cryocooler with a base temperature of 2.4-2.8 K
and coupled to single mode fibers. Afterwards, lasers with different wavelengths
were used for system detection efficiency (SDE) measurements as described in the
previous section.

Figure 6.4 (a) shows the performance of detector #1 (60 nm line width) made
from a 7.5 nm NbTiN film. The SDEs for 1300, 1550, 1625 and 2000 nm are 50%,
60%, 61%, and 63% respectively. The inset in figure 6.4 (a) shows detector #1’s
photon counting rate (PCR) curves at several wavelengths. Besides high SDE, high
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Figure 6.4: Fiber-coupled SNSPDs measurements of (a) SDE of detector #1 at 1310, 1625, 1550 and
2000 nm, (b) timing jitter of detector #1, (c) SDE of detector #2 at 2001 nm, and (d) DCRs of detector
#2 under different conditions: no fiber (green), low-pass coated fiber (turquoise), UHNA fiber (red), and
mid-IR fiber (purple) plugged in.

timing resolution is also highly desirable for many applications, for example, Li-
DAR [19], fluorescence microscopy and spectroscopy [13, 14]. The Instrument
Response Function (IRF) of detector #1 was characterized with a ps-pulsed laser
(4.2 ps pulse-width at 1064 nm wavelength) and a fast oscilloscope (4GHz band-
width, 40GHz sampling rate) as described in [4]. As shown in figure 6.4 (b), using a
low-noise cryogenic amplifier operated at 40 K, the IRF of this device shows a Gaus-
sian shaped histogram. After fitting, we obtain 14.3±0.1 ps timing jitter (full width
at half maximum, FWHM). Compared to previous reported values for mid-infrared
SNSPDs [12], we improved time resolution by nearly two orders of magnitude. The
inset picture in figure 6.4 (b) shows the pulse trace of detector #1. It shows a
dead-time of 11.6 ns, indicating good performance at high count rates [41]. Sim-
ilarly, in figure 6.4 (c), we show the 2000 nm SDE measurement of detector #2,
which is made from another 7.5 nm NbTiN film but has a slightly higher meander
filling factor (approximately 10% higher). The benefit of a higher filling factor is an
increased optical absorption, which means if the internal efficiency is saturated, a
higher SDE can be achieved compared to a similar device with a lower filling factor.
As can be seen, detector #2 shows well saturated internal efficiency (when I ⩾
0.8I ). After sigmoid fitting (to improve the efficiency estimation accuracy), we
obtained a peak SDE over 70% at 2000 nm.

Besides achieving high system detection efficiency, high dark count rates of mid-
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infrared SNSPDs are a major challenge. Previous work [19] showed that the DCRs
of mid-infrared SNSPDs is typically in the order of 10 Hz without using additional
filters. In figure 6.4 (d), we systematically studied the DCRs of detector #2 in four
different schemes: DCR without any fiber connected to the detector (green curve),
DCR with end-face coated SM2000 fiber (fiber operating wavelength 1.7-2.3 µm,
cyan curve), DCR with ultra-high NA fiber without coating (fiber operating wave-
length 1.5-2 µm, red curve) and DCR with mid-infrared ZrF fiber without coating
(fiber operating wavelength 2.3-4.1 µm, purple curve). As a result, at I =0.8I , the
DCRs of detector #2 for the above mentioned four schemes are around the order
of 10 Hz, 10 Hz, 10 Hz and 10 Hz, respectively. It is clear that the DCR of de-
tector #2 when coupled to an end-face coated fiber is 3 orders of magnitude lower
than coupled to ultra-high NA fiber without coating. By using this fiber end-facet
coating (low-pass filter), the DCR of detector #2 is below 240Hz when it reaches
unity internal efficiency at 2000 nm. In contrast, when detector #2 is connected
to mid-infrared ZrF fiber for SDE measurements at 3-4 µm, the detector showed
over 2.78MHz DCR at 0.8 I bias and starts latching [42]. This prevents further
SDE measurements of detector #2 at 3-4 µm. To solve this issue, low-pass filters
should be employed before the detectors, either by using fiber end-face coating, or
adding cold filtering stages inside the cryostat [43].

6.5. Discussion and Conclusion
In the past, amorphous materials were mainly used for mid-infrared single photon
detection motivated by the intuition that their superconducting energy gap (0.59-
0.61meV for WSi [44]) is lower than polycrystalline material (2.46 meV for NbN
[45]). This work pinpoints that NbTiN (polycrystalline) based SNSPDs can also
achieve high mid-infrared single photon detection efficiency while maintaining un-
precedented time resolution. Furthermore, given that the energy of a single photon
even at 10 µm wavelength (123.9meV) is still significantly larger than both materi-
als’ superconducting energy gap, other physical properties of the superconducting
materials need to be investigated to enhance SNSPDs’ mid-infrared detection re-
sponse. Besides improving internal detection efficiency, reducing the dark count
rates is another outstanding challenge for mid-infrared SNSPD systems. As shown
in this work, only room temperature black body radiation delivered to the detector
by ZrF fiber has led to >10 Hz DCR. To overcome this issue, either extra cryogenic
filters need to be added before the detectors or the entire experiment has to be
performed at cryogenic temperatures.

In conclusion, we demonstrated SNSPDs made from magnetron co-sputtered
NbTiN superconducting films (5-9.5 nm) with unity internal efficiency at 3 µm and
80% internal efficiency at 4013 nm when operated in closed-cycle Gifford-McMahon
coolers (2.4-2.8 K). Our fiber coupled device achieves over 70% system detection
efficiency at 2 µm and > 50% system detection efficiency from 1300 to 2000 nm
with sub-15 ps time resolution. By employing an end-facet coated fiber, the dark
count rate of mid-infrared SNSPDs was reduced by 3 orders of magnitude compared
to uncoated single mode fibers. The DCR when coupled to mid-infrared ZrF fiber
is also studied, which offers valuable information for building mid-infrared fiber-
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coupled SNSPDs systems in the future. To the best of our knowledge, the detectors
presented in this work have the best system detection efficiency and temporal res-
olution among the mid-infrared SNSPDs reported so far, and NbTiN is a solid choice
for making mid-infrared SNSPDs without mK dilution refrigerators.
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Single photon detectors are indispensable tools in optics, from fundamental
measurements to quantum information processing. The ability of superconduct-
ing nanowire single photon detectors to detect single photons with unprecedented
efficiency, short dead time and high time resolution over a large frequency range
enabled major advances in quantum optics. However, combining near-unity sys-
tem detection efficiency with high timing performance remains an outstanding chal-
lenge. In this work, we show novel superconducting nanowire single photon de-
tectors fabricated on membranes with 99% system detection efficiency (SDE) at
1350 nm with 32 ps timing jitter (using room-temperature amplifier), and other
detectors in the same batch showed 94-98% SDE at 1290-1500 nm with 15-26 ps
timing jitter (using cryogenic amplifiers). The SiO /Au membrane enables broad-
band absorption in small SNSPDs, offering high detection efficiency in combination
with high timing performance. With low noise cryogenic amplifiers operated in the
same cryostat, our efficient detectors reach timing jitter in the range of 15-26 ps.
We discuss the prime challenges in optical design, device fabrication as well as ac-
curate and reliable detection efficiency measurements to achieve high performance
single-photon detection. As a result, the fast developing fields of quantum infor-
mation science, quantum metrology, infrared imaging and quantum networks will
greatly benefit from this far-reaching quantum detection technology.

7.1. Introduction
A single photon stands for the quantum excitation of electromagnetic radiation.
Driven by the explosive growth of quantum information science [1] and quantum
computation technology [2] in the past few decades, technologies regarding to pro-
cessing light at single photon level have been greatly explored and developed [3].
In the single photon detection end, avalanche photon diodes (APDs) are widely
used due to its its wide detection spectrum range, tunable detection speed and
non-cryogenic operation temperature [4]. Since APDs’ response to infrared pho-
tons are typically lower comparing to visible photons, frequency upconversion de-
tectors can solve this problem by upconverting telecom wavelength photons to
visible wavelength [5] for easier detection. However, both APDs or frequency up-
conversion detectors have limited system detection efficiency, especially in the in-
frared region. As a comparison, superconducting nanowire single photon detectors
(SNSPDs) emerged as a key enabling technology for quantum optics experiments
and photonics applications over the last two decades [6–8]. Achieving unity system
detection efficiency with SNSPDs has been a long-standing, promising yet challeng-
ing goal. It will largely benefit various of application, for example, in quantum key
distribution (QKD) systems [9–11], single photon detectors with high efficiency are
essential for receiving secured quantum keys over long distances. High efficiency
detectors also allow closing loopholes and certify that a quantum communication
scheme based on entanglement is secure [12]. Also, for experiments requiring
coincidence measurements in multiple detectors, near-unity detection efficiency is
required for each channel because the multi photon count rate depends on the
efficiency product of detectors involved. For example, the 12-photon coincidence
count rate [13] is about one per hour with 75% efficiency detectors. For the same
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measurement, if 99.5% efficiency detectors could be used, the coincidence count
rate would be increased to one per two minutes. Similarly, in Boson sampling,
single photon detectors with high SDE are required in ambitious experiments aim-
ing for quantum supremacy[14]. Besides near-unity system efficiency, high timing
performance is crucial for applications where photon arrival time is required to be
precisely recorded. For example, in high-dimensional QKD[15, 16], multiple bits
per photon pair can be realized by encoding information in the photons’ arrival
times, high efficiency and time resolution are thus both required. Similarly, high
timing performance is essential for improving depth resolution in light detection and
ranging [17, 18], distinguishing signal from false counts in dark matter detection
[19], enhancing the quality of quantum imaging systems [20, 21] as well as making
photons with small energy difference indistinguishable for quantum erasure applica-
tion [22]. More radically, the fast-expanding quantum technologies in recent years
are based on quantum states that violate local realism, as shown in[23, 24], high
performance SNSPDs have played important roles in experiments that successfully
demonstrated loophole-free violation of Bell’s inequalities.

With demands from emerging applications as well as the quest to understand
SNSPDs’ detection limits, efforts were made in the past years to improve SDE to-
wards unity [25–30]. As summarized in table 7.1, different material platforms were
developed to achieve the highest SDE. However, achieving unity efficiency simul-
taneously with ultrahigh time resolution remains a challenge. Here, using a 9 nm
thick NbTiN superconducting film made from optimized magnetron co-sputtering
deposition process [31] and membrane cavity, we demonstrate SNSPDs with over
99% SDE at 1350 nm (also over 98% SDE at 1425 nm, see Supplementary Material
section S1 ”List of measured devices”) and above 94% efficiency in the wavelength
range 1280-1500 nm. These detectors also achieved 15-26 ps timing jitter with
cryogenic amplification readout circuitry and an electrical recovery time of about 33
ns (1/e recovery time). Additionally, we clarify explicitly SNSPDs’ efficiency mea-
surement pitfalls and requirements, which will be a solid reference for single photon
applications and characterization of single photon detectors.

Table 7.1: Comparison of different high efficiency SNSPDs works

Material/Temperature SDE/Jitter Wavelength Reference

WSi/120 mK 93%/150 ps 1550 nm ref.[25]
NbN/1.8-2.1 K 90-92%/79 ps 1550 nm ref.[26]
NbTiN/2.5 K 92%/14.8 ps 1310 nm ref.[27]
MoSi/700 mK 95%/unknown 1520-1550 nm ref.[28]
MoSi/700 mK 98%/unknown 1550 nm ref.[30]

NbN/800 mK-2.1 K 95-98%/65.8-106 ps 1530-1630 nm ref.[29]
NbTiN/2.5-2.8 K 94-99.5%/15.1 ps 1290-1500 nm This work
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Figure 7.1: (a) Top panel illustrates the device structure of meandered nanowire on SiO /Au membrane
and bottom panel shows optical image of the meandered nanowire on SiO membrane before/after
(left/right) Au deposition. (b) Simulated optical absorption for a device with 0-10 m air gap. Cutline
1 shows when the air gap is around 2.2 m, only one SDE peak occurs around 1350 nm and cutline 2
shows that with an air gap of 4.1 m, two SDE peaks are obtained. (c) Measurement and simulation of
detector #1 with SDE over 99% at 1350 nm. (d) Measurement and simulation of detector #2 with dual
peaks at 1280 nm and 1500nm, both exceeding 94% SDE.

7.2. Optical Simulation and Device Design
Typically, SNSPDs are meandering superconducting nanowires embedded in an op-
tical cavity. An optimized optical cavity and meandered nanowire design are in-
dispensable to achieve high system detection efficiency. Recently, works from two
different groups showed Distributed Bragg Reflectors (DBR) integrated SNSPDs with
∼98% SDE [29, 30]. In [29], SNSPDs made from twin-layer NbN nanowire on DBR
(13 alternative SiO /Ta O layers) showed 95% efficiency at 1550 nm (2.1 K) and
98% efficiency at 1590 nm (0.8 K). The sandwich structure (NbN/SiO /NbN, 6/3/6
nm) enabled simultaneous high optical absorption as well as saturated internal ef-
ficiency, thus high SDE was achieved. The other work [30] demonstrated SNSPDs
made form 4.1 nm MoSi on DBR (13 layers of 𝛼-Si/SiO ) with 98% SDE at 1550
nm (0.7 K). There, high SDE was achieved by employing amorphous MoSi with
strong saturated internal efficiency, using optimized DBR, as well as adding fiber
spacers. Since both works employed thick DBR cavity (a few 𝜇m), light divergence
is high after bouncing several times inside the cavity stacks, thus bigger detectors
(diameter 23-50 um) are needed for good optical absorption [30]. However, larger
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SNSPDs leads to high kinetic inductance thus slower recovery, low yield and higher
jitter. Especially for NbTiN based large detectors, the poly-crystalline materials na-
ture [31] leads to degraded performance because of higher film inhomogeneity
comparing to amorphous materials [32]. In order to overcome this challenge, our
work employed thinner SiO /Au membrane cavity (∼230/150 nm) and it has less
beam divergence comparing to thick DBR stacks. As a result, we managed to fabri-
cate smaller SNSPDs with high SDE (94-99.5%) and high time resolution (15-26 ps)
simultaneously. Based on the above mentioned discussion, we made two different
meandered nanowire designs: 50/120 nm and 70/140 nm (line-width/pitch). Both
designs have a radius of 8 𝜇m so that our device diameter is 30-70% smaller than
recent reported high SDE works [29, 30]. The top panel in figure 7.1 (a) illustrates
the NbTiN nanowire supported by SiO /Au membrane and bottom panel shows an
optical microscope image of the meandered nanowire on SiO membrane before
(left) and after (right) deposition of Au reflector. This compact optical cavity design
allows us to make smaller meandering nanowires without degrading the SDE. Also,
a smaller device leads to lower kinetic inductance, translating into a faster detec-
tion signal rising edge and better timing performance. [33–36]. In addition, our
NbTiN based detectors are operated in a 2.5-2.8 K Gifford-McMahon cryo-cooler,
comparing to [29, 30], the cryostat in our work is simpler, less costly and more
compact.

To achieve efficient optical fiber to detector coupling, we used the ferule-sleeve
method described in [27]. The air gap between detector and fiber plays an im-
portant role in the total optical absorption. The air gap is defined by multiple
sources: (i) fabrication residuals left around the device or dust on the fiber end
surface,(ii) Au contacts around the detector, (iii) potential drift of fiber core during
cooling/warming, leaving a gap between detector and fiber. In this work, Finite-
difference time-domain (FDTD) simulations were carried out for a systematic study
of the optical absorption. As shown in figure 7.1 (b), when the air gap is around
2.2 𝜇m, only one efficiency peak can be observed along cutline 1. As a result, fig-
ure 7.1 (c) shows simulation and measurement results of detector #1 with >99%
SDE at 1350 nm. With the increase of the air gap distance, more complex absorp-
tion situations are obtained. For example, along cutline 2, dual absorption peaks
are expected. We point out that an air gap doesn’t always reduce absorption.
With proper control of the air gap, one could achieve maximum absorption at se-
lected wavelengths. As a direct demonstration, figure 7.1 (d) shows simulation and
measurments of detector #2 with two SDE peaks: at 1280 nm and at 1500 nm.
Both SDEs exceed 94% similar to previously reported more complex cavities [37]
and controlled design of such detectors would benefit applications where multiple
wavelengths must be efficiently detected simultaneously.

7.3. Device Fabrication
Based on simulation results, device fabrication was carried out as described below.
Initially, a 230 nm thick SiO layer was grown by thermal oxidation on a commercial
Si wafer. On top of the SiO , a NbTiN thin film was deposited by co-sputtering
of Nb and Ti in a plasma of Ar and 𝑁 as described in [31]. The meandering
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nanowire structure was then written by electron beam lithography with either HSQ
(1st batch, negative) or ARP-6200.04 (2nd batch, positive) E-beam resist. After
development, the nanowire pattern was transferred to the NbTiN layer by reactive
ion etching with mixed gases of 𝑆𝐹 and 𝑂 . Afterwards, using deep reactive ion
etching and metal evaporation, we fabricated a thin SiO membrane with a Au
mirror beneath the NbTiN nanowire as described in Supplementary Material section
S2 ”Device Fabrication”. Finally, a deep Silicon etch step (Bosch etching) released
the detectors.

Efficiency Measurement Setup

power 
meter P1

Power 
meter P2

2.7 K
Cryostat

Polarization controller

Fiber-fiber coupler 1
(ND filters/polarizer)

Tunable laser

Beam splitter

(a) (b)

(c)

(d)

Power 
meter P1

Fiber-fiber coupler 1
(ND filters/polarizer)

Preselected 
fiber

Figure 7.2: (a) System detection efficiency measurement setup. Emission from a tunable laser passes
a bench containing neutral density (ND) filters and a polarizer, and goes through a 99-1 fiber-coupled
beam splitter to split the signal towards power meter (99%) and power meter (1%). (b) Measured
spectrum of the tunable laser at 1290-1650 nm. (c) Measured laser spectrum at 1350 nm shows a laser
linewidth of < 1 nm. (d) Four different optical power meters’ readings at 1350 nm with different error
bars. All readings are normalized to the Newport IG-818-L power meter.

Prior to any measurement, the laser was turned on for > 1 hour for power
stabilization. Every optical component including fibers were fixed to avoid influ-
ence from mechanical vibration and air turbulence. We used the following two-step
procedure to carry out system efficiency measurements: (i) Building an accurate
laser attenuator. Initially, the continuous-wave (CW) laser beam passes through
the first fiber-to-fiber coupler (FBC-1550-FC, containing a polarizer) followed by a
fiber-coupled beam splitter (with a splitting ratio of 99-1). The high power branch
is recorded by an optical power meter 𝑃 while the low power branch is directed
towards the second fiber-to-fiber coupler (containing neutral density filters and a
polarizer) and a polarization controller. Similarly, the power after the polarization
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controller is recorded with an optical power meter 𝑃 . By adjusting polarizers in both
fiber-to-fiber couplers and choosing the proper neutral density filters, we set the
power ratio 𝑃 /𝑃 to the desired values (50-60 dB). After the attenuation ratio was
set, all components were kept fixed. (ii) Controlling precisely the input photon flux.
We lowered the input power by adding extra neutral density filters before passing
through the first polarizer to lower 𝑃 to 1-10 nW. We also rechecked the attenuation
ratio multiple times before and after the measurements to assure nothing has been
changed in the setup (see Supplementary Material section S6 ”Efficiency measure-
ment stability”). After this two-step procedure, different input photon fluxes can be
set up, for example 10 nW with 50 dB attenuation corresponds to 679k photons per
second at 1350 nm. It must be noted that, to avoid fiber-to-fiber coupling losses
when connecting to the detection system, we preselected the fibers which have
the best coupling match to the fibers inside our cryostat. Finally, the fiber at the
output of the polarization controller was connected to the pre-selected fiber and
then guide light into the system for measurements.

Our SDE was calculated as 𝜂 =(1-𝑅 )⋅(𝑁 /𝑁 ), where 𝑁 is the
total registered count rate by our system and𝑁 is the total input photon number.
𝑅 is added to avoid overestimation of the SDE and it represents the simulated
and measured fiber-air interface reflection (see Supplementary Material section S8
”Fiber end-face reflection”). Since the total input photon flux was calculated by
𝑁 = P ⋅ 𝜆/(hc), where P is the measured optical power, h is plank constant, c is
the speed of light in vacuum and 𝜆 is the used wavelength, we carefully evaluate
our laser spectrum with an optical spectrum analyzer. In figure 7.2 (b), we show
the measured spectrum of the tunable laser at variable wavelengths, from 1290 to
1650 nm. As a result, figure 7.2 (c) demonstrates that the laser has a linewidth of <
1 nm. The slight shift of the measured wavelength with the set value is mainly due
to the optical spectrum analyzer’s calibration, which has negligible influence on our
SDE measurement. For input power measurement, accurate optical power meters
are necessary. As shown in 7.2 (d), four different optical power meters’ readings at
1350 nm are presented with their uncertainties. All readings are normalized to the
Newport IG-818-L (used for our measurements) since it has 2% accuracy from 20
pW until 10 mW and a good linearity uncertainty of 0.5%.

7.4. Detection performance and Discussion
Prior to SDE measurements, we studied the relationship between SNSPDs detection
reset kinetics and their efficiency recovery. We performed auto-correlation mea-
surements between two subsequent detection events with the detectors illuminated
by a CW laser similar to [38]. After collecting more than 50 thousand events, as
shown on the top panel of figure 7.3 (a), we built a delay time histogram. Together
with the SNSPD detection pulse shown at the bottom panel of 7.3 (a), we can see
that within the first 25 ns, no subsequent pulse can be detected thus 𝜏 =25 ns
can be defined as the minimum separation dead time. For most SNSPD related
studies, 1/e dead time (time for pulse to decay from peak amplitude to 1/e of the
amplitude) is often used to describe the device recovery property. It can be seen
that our device’s 1/e dead time is 𝜏 =33 ns. Furthermore, 𝜏 =51 ns represents
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Figure 7.3: (a) The top inset shows the auto-correlation measurement of a detector indicating SDE
recovery dynamics. The bottom inset shows an averaged pulse trace from the same detector. (b) SDE
measurements of detector #1 at 1350 nm with different input photon fluxes. When input photon flux is
below 4 nW plus 50 dB attenuation, the SDE of detector #2 reached >99%, which is also shown in the
inserted picture. (c) SDE measurements of detector #3 at different wavelengths. The maximum SDE of
detector #3 reached >98% at 1425 nm. (d) Jitter measurement from a detector with > 91% SDE with
cryogenic amplifier. A Gaussian fit gives a FWHM jitter of 15.1 ps.

the time when the detector recovers 50% of the maximum efficiency, also known
as -3dB efficiency dead time and 𝜏 =97 ns stands for full efficiency recovery time.
These measurements indicate that input photon flux can influence SDE because if
the photon flux is too high, photons arriving within the dead times of the detector
can not be registered at the detectors’ maximum efficiency, thus optimal input pho-
ton flux is necessary to achieve maximum detection efficiency. It must be noted
that much higher photon fluxes can be achieved (with no loss of efficiency) if the
source is pulsed (photons arriving with regular timings in between) [27].

We characterized 40 detectors in two separate fabrication rounds. As shown in
figure 7.3 (b), detector #1 was the best detector from the first fabrication batch and
was tested at 1350 nm with different input photon flux. Initially, the photon flux was
set to 10 nW plus 50 dB attenuation (∼ 679,000 photons/s), and device #1 showed
SDE of 94-95%. With an input photon flux below 4 nW plus 50 dB attenuation
(∼ 271,600 photons/s), device #1 achieved saturated SDE of >99%. Similarly,
detector #3 from the second fabrication batch was tested at different wavelengths
and showed >98% SDE at 1425 nm as shown in figure 7.3 (c). It worth mentioning
that as shown in figure 7.3 (b) and (c), the dark count rate (DCR) of our detector
is in the order of (300-500) Hz. We believe this value can be further bring down
to below (1-10) Hz by using cold filter [39] in the system or employing fiber with
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end-face coatings [40]. For more examples, see Supplementary Material section
S1 ”List of measured devices”.

Besides high SDE, time resolution is another crucial advantage of SNSPDs com-
pared with other single photon detectors. The Instrument Response Function (IRF)
of our detectors were characterized with a ps-pulse laser (1064 nm) and a fast
oscilloscope (4 GHz bandwidth, 40 GHz sampling rate) as described in [27]. As
shown in 7.3 (d), with a low-noise cryogenic amplifier mounted at 40 K stage in the
same cryostat , the IRF of device #15 shows a Gaussian shape histogram, after
fitting we obtain 15.1±0.05 ps (full width at half maximum, FWHM) timing jitter.
This detector was measured to have more than 91% SDE and the ultra low timing
jitter was mainly achieved by fabricating relatively small detectors, which results
in lower kinetic inductance and thus better jitter [34, 35]. For more statistics of
jitter measurement, see Supplementary Material section S1.1 ”Overview of tested
detectors”. In short we achieved 15.1-26 ps jitter with cryogenic amplifierd and
29-39 ps jitter with room-temperature amplifiers readout circuitry.

7.5. Conclusion
In conclusion, we demonstrated NbTiN based SNSPDs operated at 2.5-2.8 K with
high performance: Our best detectors showed an SDE of (99.5 .

. )% at 1350
nm (time jitter of 35ps, with room temperature amplifiers), and 98±2.07% at
1425 nm (time jitter of 26ps with cryogenic amplifiers). Detectors from the same
batch reached SDEs above 94% (in the wavelengths range of 1290-1500 nm), and
sub-20ps (best detector 15ps) time jitter using cryogenic amplifiers. The ultra-
high efficiencies were achieved using the following methods: (i) optimized thick
NbTiN superconducting film with saturated internal efficiency, (ii) optimized broad-
band membrane cavity coupled to small detectors, and (iii) accurate system effi-
ciency measurements with a narrow linewidth tunable laser to precisely locate the
high-efficiency peaks. Compared with previous reported high-efficiency SNSPDs
[25, 28, 30], our work presents a platform with higher operation temperature (2.5-
2.8 K, compatible with compact closed-cycle cryostats), short recovery time, and
high timing resolution. At the same time, the system efficiency performance of our
devices are inpar with recently reported NbN based SNSPDs [29] but using simpler
fabrication (single-layer meander), higher operation temperature (no need for mK
cooler), and better timing resolution. Our detectors can be further developed by
considering the following aspects: (i) multiplexing detector and control individual
pixels by cryo-CMOS electronics to realize imaging at the single photon level (ii)
extending the detection spectrum in the mid-infrared by tailoring and optimizing
NbTiN films and (iii) improving working temperature of the detectors with novel
superconducting materials.

7.6. Methods
To achieve accurate SNSPD efficiency measurements, we addressed the following
aspects separately.
Optical Simulation
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To simulate the absorption of the optical stack, we used the commercially available
FDTD Solutions software from Lumerical. The SNSPD was modeled as the cross-
section of a single nanowire in an optical cavity. From top to bottom, the simulated
stack structure was: optical fiber layer (SiO ), airgap, NbTiN meander, 1/4 𝜆 SiO
layer, and a 150 nm thick Au mirror. Also, in order to check the simulation reliabil-
ity, we performed transfer matrix simulation to compare and double-check with our
FDTD simulation. The negligible plasmonic loss in Au layer was also detailed ex-
plained in supplementary material, see Supplementary Material section S3 ”Optical
Simulation”.
Laser Source
A tunable laser (JGR-TLS5) with attenuation was employed as a quasi single pho-
ton source. The laser covers the range 1260-1650 nm with a step size of 0.1
nm (FWHM). For more details on the laser, see Supplementary Material section S4
”Tunable laser source”. Compared with previous work [27] which used photodi-
odes operated at a single wavelength, the tunable laser has two major advantages:
First, its narrow spectrum (<1 nm) at a tuned frequency allows for precise measure-
ments; Second, a laser with tunable wavelength enabled mapping system efficiency
at different wavelengths. In this way we precisely determine peak efficiency and
built the spectral response.
Optical Power Meters
A semiconductor-based optical power meter was the key reference for efficiency
measurements. In this work, we used two different types of power meters: Thor-
labs S154C (NIST traceable, ±5% uncertainty), Newport 818-IG-L (NIST traceable,
±2% uncertainty). However, for the measurement, one should not only take the
power meter accuracy into consideration, but also consider sensor linearity, spectral
range, power range, stability and all other related parameters.
Measurement Uncertainty Calculation
For system detection efficiency measurement uncertainty, we considered all pos-
sible uncertainties in our experiments and calculated the total measurement un-
certainty with the root-mean-square (RMS) of the sum of the squared errors. The
uncertainties in our measurements include the power meter measurement uncer-
tainty (2%) and linearity uncertainty (0.5%), laser stability uncertainty (<0.1%)
and optical attenuator uncertainty (<0.2%). For detailed measurement uncertainty
calculations, see Supplementary Material section S6 ”Efficiency measurement sta-
bility” and ”Measurement uncertainty”. In short, our efficiency measurement has a
total uncertainty of ±2.07% (RMS).
Fiber end-face reflection
When measuring laser power within the fiber with a power meter, the fiber end-
facet was not in direct contact with the power meter’s sensor. The existing fiber-to-
air interface leads to a reflection up to a few percent back towards the light source.
[27]. On the other hand, Physical Contact polished fiber to fiber connections have
negligible back reflections (typically -30 to -40 dB). For all our efficiency measure-
ments, we removed this back reflection contribution by multiplying a correction
factor of (1-𝑅 ). To determine the accura
Polarization Degree

https://
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https://
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Since our detectors were patterned along meandering shapes, light absorption can
be significantly different based on the light polarization direction along the mean-
der’s direction [41]. Thus it is important to have a linearly polarized input light
and fully control the polarization. In Supplementary Material section S9 ”Polariza-
tion degree and control” we show detailed measurement of degree of linearity and
polarization control.
Supplementary Materials
See Supplementary Material for complete details of list of measured devices (S1),
device fabrication (S2), optical simulation (S3), tunable laser source (S4), opti-
cal power meters (S5), efficiency measurement stability (S6), measurement un-
certainty (S7), fiber end-face reflection (S8), polarization degree and polarization
control (S9) and electronics counting circuitry uncertainty (S10).
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S1 List of measured devices
S1.1 Overview of tested detectors

 2 

S1 List of measured devices 
S1.1 Overview of tested detectors 

Table S1.1 Overview of all measured detectors 

Detector No. Wavelength (nm) SDE (%) Jitter* (ps) SDE uncertainty 
1a 1350 99.5 31 (RT) ± 2.07% 
2 1280/1500 94 29 (RT) ± 2.07% 
3 1425 98 26 (cryo) ± 2.07% 
4 1350 95 32 (RT) ± 2.07% 
5 1310 94 39 (RT) ± 2.07% 
6b 1550 83.3 18.7 (cyro) ± 5.9% 
7 1550 80.5 24 (cyro) ± 5.9% 
8 1550 83.3 35 (RT) ± 5.9% 
9 1310 83.6  ± 5.9% 

10 1310 84  ± 5.9% 
11 1550 84  ± 5.9% 
12 1310 84.3  ± 5.9% 
13c 1392 93.6 35.3 (RT) ± 5.9% 
14 1550 85 31 (RT) ± 5.9% 
15 1278 91.3 15.1 (cryo) ± 5.9% 
16 1550 89 17.3 (cryo) ± 5.9% 
17 1392 85 19.1 (cryo) ± 5.9% 
18 1550 82 19.5 (cryo) ± 5.9% 
19 1550 82.5 19 (cryo) ± 5.9% 
20 1310 85.4  ± 5.9% 
21 1310 87  ± 5.9% 
22 1310 85  ± 5.9% 
23 1550 90.1  ± 5.9% 
24 1510 91.4  ± 5.9% 
25 1301 91  ± 5.9% 
26 1301 90.5  ± 5.9% 
27 1301 85  ± 5.9% 
28 1425 93.5  ± 5.9% 
29 1310 89.7  ± 5.9% 
30 1310 85.6  ± 5.9% 
31 1310 87.2  ± 5.9% 
32 1550 80  ± 5.9% 

33-40 Low efficiency or broken detectors, not registered here. 
 

* Jitter with ‘cyro’ label means measured with a cryogenic amplifier and jitter with ‘RT’ label means measured 
with a room-temperature amplifier.  
a Detectors labelled with red fonts have efficiency > 90%. They were fully tested at multiple wavelengths. 
b Detectors labelled with black fonts have efficiency < 85%. However, they were only tested at a few 
wavelengths. At other wavelengths they may reach higher efficiencies.    
c Detectors labelled with green fonts have efficiency > 85%. However, they were also only tested at a few 
certain wavelengths. At other wavelengths they may reach higher efficiencies.    
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S1.2 Measurement reproducibility
In order to show the measurement reproducibility, below in figure 1.1 we show SDE
measurement of detector #1 on two different dates (19th-July-2020, blue and 15th-
Aug-2020, yellow). As can be seen that there is negligible difference between these
two measurements and both of them show >99% SDE at 1350nm. Please note that
in between of these two dates, the detector was kept in vacuum but multiple cool-
down and warm-up cycles were performed to check the system reliability.
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Figure S1.1 SDE measurement of detector #1 on two different dates (19th-July-2020, blue and 15th-Aug-2020, orange). 

 
 
S1.3 Detailed measurements of selected detectors 
 

Table S1.2 Photocount rate curve and system efficiency measurement of selected detectors at different wavelengths. 

  
Detector #1PCR curves Detector #1 wavelength response curve 
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S1.3 Detailed measurements of selected detectors

 4 

 
Table S1.2 Photocount rate curve and system efficiency measurement of selected detectors at different wavelengths. 

  
Detector #1PCR curves Detector #1 wavelength response curve 

 
 

Detector #2 PCR curve Detector #2 wavelength response curve 

  
Detector #3 PCR curve Detector #3 wavelength response curve 

  
Detector #4 PCR curve Detector #4 wavelength response curve 

  
Detector #5 PCR curve Detector #5 wavelength response curve 

 
Note: the left column shows detectors’ photocount rate (PCR) curve and right column shows detectors’ efficiencies at different 
measured wavelengths. The system detection efficiencies have an uncertainty of ± 2.07%. 
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S2 Device Fabrication

We fabricated our detectors in the following order as shown in figure S2.1:
Initially, a 230 nm thick SiO layer was grown by thermal oxidation on a 4-inch
Si wafer. On top of the SiO , a NbTiN thin film was deposited by magnetron co-
sputtering (Nb and Ti) deposition in a mixture of Argon and Nitrogen [1]. After
that, the contact pads were formed using optical lithography, metal evaporation
(Cr/Au, 5/55nm) and lift-off. Meandered nanowire structure was defined by electron
beam lithography with either HSQ (1st batch, negative resist) or ARP 6200.04 (2nd
batch, positive resist) E-beam resist. After development, the nanowire patterns
were transferred to the NbTiN layer by reactive ion etching in a mixture of SF and
O chemistry. Afterwards, EUV optical lithography was employed to open windows
with a photo-resist (S1813) at the back side of the wafer, aligning it to the active
area of the devices on the front side. After making the opening, a selective deep
reactive ion etching (a Bosch process) was used to remove ∼280 𝜇m Si before
stopping at the SiO layer. Cr/Au (2-3nm/150nm) was then deposited to form the
mirror under SiO membrane. Finally, a second Bosch etching recipe was used to
release each individual detector.
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S3 Optical Simulation

We employed commercial software Lumerical for optical cavity simulation. To
ensure accuracy, a mesh with a maximum mesh setting of 1/10 of the smallest
feature size was applied around the meander. A power monitor was then placed
over the meander layer to calculate light absorption. The absorption was then
calculated as the net power flow into this monitor by normalizing to the total optical
power.

S3.1 Comparison of FDTD and transfer matrix simulation and plasmonic
loss in Au layer

For the optical constants, the following data was used. Since the thickness of
Cr is much less than Au, and also Au diffuses into Cr layer, we take Au layer as
reflector only in our simulation.
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In order to verify the reliability of our FDTD simulation, we performed extra
transfer matrix simulation as described in [6] to compare and double check our
FDTD simulation accuracy. As shown in figure 3.1 below, we show simulated ab-
sorption in the NbTiN layer with SiO2/Au membrane cavity at different air-gap.
The FDTD simulation and transfer matrix simulation matched well with each other
(difference«1%) and with proper airgap, absorption can reach 100% with both
simulation methods. As a result, we would like to conclude that our simulations
are concrete and solid. Another concern of the Au reflector is that there might be
plasmonic loss in Au layer. We performed simulation to check this issue. As shown
in figure 3.2, without NbTiN layer, indeed there is (1.2-1.6) % plasmonic loss, or
absorption in Au layer with Au/Si structure, and absorption in Au is even higher
(2.2-2.8 %) with SiO /Au/Si structure. But as shown in figure S3.1 above, as long
as we add the thick NbTiN (9 nm) layer, the majority of the input light is absorbed
by NbTiN layer. As a result, and absorption in Au is only a fraction of the “leftover
light” after NbTiN’s major absorption. With the existence of thick NbTiN layer, we
can safely ignore the Au absorption issue.
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S3.2 Material optical properties and Au reflector simulation
The previous section S3.1 shows optical simulations based on commonly used

‘CRC’ Au data. However, in this work, our Au mirror was fabricated by thermal
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light” after NbTiN’s major absorption. With the existence of thick NbTiN layer, we can safely ignore the Au 

absorption issue. 

 
Figure. S3.2 FDTD simulation of light absorption in Au layer with Au/SiO2 (blue) and SiO2/Au/Si (yellow) structure. 
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evaporation (Temescal FC2000) in Kavli Nanolab Delft. In order to better demon-
strate the low plasmonic loss in Au, here we present extra data and simulations as
follows. Figure S3.3 shows refractive index (n) and extinction coefficient (k) of our
NbTiN from a similar sputtering recipe (left) and Au made in Kavli Nanolab Delft by
thermal evaporation (right).
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Figure. S3.2 FDTD simulation of light absorption in Au layer with Au/SiO2 (blue) and SiO2/Au/Si (yellow) structure. 

 
S3.2 Material optical properties and Au reflector simulation  
 
The previous section S3.1 shows optical simulations based on commonly used ‘CRC’ Au data. However, in this 

work, our Au mirror was fabricated by thermal evaporation (Temescal FC2000) in Kavli Nanolab Delft. In order 

to better demonstrate the low plasmonic loss in Au, here we present extra data and simulations as follows. 

Figure S3.3 shows refractive index (n) and extinction coefficient (k) of our NbTiN from a similar sputtering 

recipe (left) and Au made in Kavli Nanolab Delft by thermal evaporation (right).  

 
Fiber and ¼ λ layer: SiO2(Glass) – Palik. 

Mirror: Au (Gold) – Made by thermal evaporation (Temescal FC2000) in Kavli Nanolab Delft, and 

Au (Gold) – Commercially available gold mirror (from Thorlabs [8]). 

SNSPD meander: NbTiN ellipsometry measurement of a film sputtered with a similar recipe. 

 

 
 

Figure S3.3 Refractive index (n) and extinction coefficient (k) of NbTiN (left) and Au made in Kavli Nanolab Delft (right). 
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Based on the n and k of NbTiN and Au (evaporated gold mentioned above, and
commercial gold mirror from Thorlabs), we performed simulations to show that in
the case of using evaporated Au, both air/Au (blue-dot curve) and SiO /Au (orange-
dot curve) interfaces lead to absorption in Au within the range of (1.3-1.9) % at
1350nm, which means over (98.1-98.7) % of the light is reflected; On the other
hand, when using commercial protected gold mirror (Thorlabs), air/Au (green-cross
curve) and SiO /Au (red-cross curve) interfaces lead to absorption in Au within the
range of (2.3-3.3) %, which means lower light reflection (96.7-97.7) %. This clearly
shows that our evaporated gold has excellent light reflection performance thus it
supports high system detection efficiency for the fabricated SNSPDs on top of it.
These results are shown in figure S3.4. However, we would like to point out that
for a complete optical cavity, air-gap and quarter-wavelength SiO layer must also
be considered. In figure S3.5, we present one specific simulation showing that
with 2 𝜇m airgap, 230 nm SiO layer, as well as evaporated gold, more complex
absorption scheme could be observed. Thus, for a real device, its system detection
efficiency is really depending on the corresponding air-gap, SiO thickness. The
overall point is again that there’s no fundamental limit on reaching >99% system
detection efficiency by using our membrane optical cavity.
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Based on the n and k of NbTiN and Au (evaporated gold mentioned above, and commercial gold mirror from 

Thorlabs), we performed simulations to show that in the case of using evaporated Au, both air/Au (blue-dot 

curve) and SiO2/Au (orange-dot curve) interfaces lead to absorption in Au within the range of (1.3-1.9) % at 

1350nm, which means over (98.1-98.7) % of the light is reflected; On the other hand, when using commercial 

protected gold mirror (Thorlabs), air/Au (green-cross curve) and SiO2/Au (red-cross curve) interfaces lead to 

absorption in Au within the range of (2.3-3.3) %, which means lower light reflection (96.7-97.7) %. This clearly 

shows that our evaporated gold has excellent light reflection performance thus it supports high system detection 

efficiency for the fabricated SNSPDs on top of it. These results are shown in figure S3.4.  

 

 
 

Figure S3.4 Light absorption in Au layer with air/Au interface (blue-dot for evaporated Au, green-cross for commercial Au) and SiO2/Au 
interface (orange-dot for evaporated Au, red-cross for commercial Au). 

 

 
 

Figure S3.5 Light absorption in Au layer with evaporated gold, 2 µm air gap and 230 nm SiO2 layer. 
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S4 Tunable laser source
In this work, we used a JGR-TLS5 tunable laser as light source for system effi-

ciency measurements. As shown in the figure S4.1, we measured the laser spectrum
with YOKOGAWA (AQ6374) optical spectrum analyzer. Figure S4.1. (a) shows the
laser spectrum in the range of 1290-1650 nm; figure S4.1.(b) shows two measured
wavelengths, 1340 and 1350 nm; and figure S4.1.(c) shows the laser spectrum at
1450 nm with FWHM linewidth of 0.1 nm. In table S4.2, detailed optical specifica-
tions of the laser are listed.
S5 Optical power meters
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S4 Tunable laser source 
 
In this work, we used a JGR-TLS5 tunable laser as light source for system efficiency measurements. As shown 

in the figure S4.1, we measured the laser spectrum with YOKOGAWA (AQ6374) optical spectrum analyzer. 

Figure S4.1. (a) shows the laser spectrum in the range of 1290-1650 nm; figure S4.1.(b) shows two measured 

wavelengths, 1340 and 1350 nm; and figure S4.1.(c) shows the laser spectrum at 1450 nm with FWHM 

linewidth of ~0.1 nm. In table S4.2, detailed optical specifications of the laser are listed. 
Table S4.2 Optical specifications of the laser [2]. 

 
Figure S4.1. (a) Measured tunable laser spectrum at 1290-1650 
nm, (b) measured laser spectrum at 1340 and 1350 nm, and (c) 
measured laser spectrum at 1350 nm. 

Parameter Specification 

Power stability ±0.01 dB 

FWHM linewidth 0.1 nm 

Side Mode 
Suppression Ratio 

@0.1nm BW 

>60 dB 

Wavelength 
stability 

± 50 pm 

Resolution 0.1 nm 

Operation 
temperature 

0-40 °C 

Wavelength range 1260-1650 nm 

Humidity Maximum 95% 
RH (0 to 40 °C) 

 

 
 
 
S5 Optical power meters 
 
Optical power meters can be used to measure CW laser power. In our work, we compared and measured the 

performance of three different types of semiconductor optical power meters. The details are shown in table S5.1. 

In our SDE measurement, we employed the Newport 818-IG-L (InGaAs) power meter for setting up the optical 

power attenuation ratio (for example, P1/P2=50dB, see figure S6.1) as well as measuring the optical power at the 

(a)

(b)

(c)

Optical power meters can be used to measure CW laser power. In our work, we
compared and measured the performance of three different types of semiconductor
optical power meters. The details are shown in table S5.1. In our SDE measure-
ment, we employed the Newport 818-IG-L (InGaAs) power meter for setting up the
optical power attenuation ratio (for example, P /P =50dB, see figure S6.1) as well
as measuring the optical power at the reference port (P1, see figure S6.1). The
main reason for using Newport 818-IG-L power meter is because of high linearity
(±0.5%), good accuracy (±2%) and of prime importance its high input dynamic
range (20 pW-10 mW).
S6 Efficiency measurement stability
S6.1 Optical attenuator stability
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reference port (P1, see figure S6.1). The main reason for using Newport 818-IG-L power meter is because of 

high linearity (±0.5%), good accuracy (±2%) and of prime importance its high input dynamic range (20 pW-10 

mW). 
Table S5.1 Performance of different types of semiconductor optical power meters. 

         Power meter 
 
Specification 

Thorlabs S154C 
(InGaAs) 

Newport 818-IG-L 
(InGaAs) 

Newport 918D OD3R 
(Germanium) 

Serial Number 190906316/ 
190906317 

N-12680 1659 

Wavelength range 800-1700 nm 800-1650 nm 780-1800 nm 

Optical power 
working range 

100 pW-3 mW 20 pW-10 mW 5 nW-2 mW 

Linearity ± 0.5% ± 0.5% ±2% @ 911-1700 nm 

Measurement 
Uncertainty 

± 5% ± 2% ± 2% 

 
S6 Efficiency measurement stability 
S6.1 Optical attenuator stability 
 
As shown in figure S6.1 (also described in the main text, see section ‘Efficiency Measurement Setup’), the 

optical attenuator is built by setting up the power ratio P1/P2 = (50-60) dB. We measure the power P1 and P2 with 

Newport 818-IG-L power meter before and after SDE measurements as shown in table S6.2. As a result, the 

attenuation ratio before and after SDE is maintained at 50dB with an uncertainty of < 0.2%.   

  

 
Figure S6.1 System detection efficiency measurement setup. 

 
 

Table S6.2 Typical power meter readings before and after SDE measurement. 

               Powers meters 
 
Recorded values 

Power meter P1 
(before SDE 

measurement) 

Power meter P2 
(before SDE 

measurement) 

Power meter P1 
(after SDE 

measurement) 

Power meter P2 
(after SDE 

measurement) 

Mean power 358.79 µW 3.59 nW 358.54 µW 3.59 nW 

Tunable laser SM fiber

ND filters/
polarizer

Power
meter P1

Power 
meter P2

Polarization controller

2.7 K 
cryostat

Beam
splitter

1st fiber-fiber 
coupler

2nd fiber-fiber 
coupler

ND filters/
polarizer

As shown in figure S6.1 (also described in the main text, see section ‘Efficiency
Measurement Setup’), the optical attenuator is built by setting up the power ratio
P /P = (50-60) dB. We measure the power P and P with Newport 818-IG-L power
meter before and after SDE measurements as shown in table S6.2. As a result, the
attenuation ratio before and after SDE is maintained at 50dB with an uncertainty of
< 0.2%.
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Figure S6.1 System detection efficiency measurement setup. 

 
Table S6.2 Typical power meter readings before and after SDE measurement. 

               Powers meters 
 
Recorded values 

Power meter P1 
(before SDE 

measurement) 

Power meter P2 
(before SDE 

measurement) 

Power meter P1 
(after SDE 

measurement) 

Power meter P2 
(after SDE 

measurement) 

Mean power 358.79 µW 3.59 nW 358.54 µW 3.59 nW 

Attenuation ration 50 dB  50 dB  

 
 
S6.2 Optical input power stability 
 
Since our SDE measurement setup has two ports: reference port (power meter P1) and measurement port (power 

meter P2), it allows us to monitor the input photon flux in real time during SDE measurement by reading power 

meter P1. For example, after setting the attenuation ratio P1/P2=50 dB, we add neutral density filters in the first 

fiber-fiber coupler before the polarizer to make P1=1 nW. Then we start SDE measurement and at the same 

time, we record the readings from power meter P1 constantly. Table S6.3 and figure S6.4 show the reading from 

power meter P1 during one of our SDE measurement and the input photon flux uncertainty is < 0.1%. 
Table S6.3 Optical power P1 reading during one SDE measurement 

Time 0-10 s 10-20 s 20-30 s 30-40s  40-50 s 50-60 s 

Power P1 

(nW) 
1.001 0.99961 1.0008 1.0006 0.99934 0.99955 

 

Tunable laser SM fiber

ND filters/
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Power
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Power 
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Polarization controller
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Beam
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S6.2 Optical input power stability
Since our SDE measurement setup has two ports: reference port (power meter

P ) and measurement port (power meter P ), it allows us to monitor the input
photon flux in real time during SDE measurement by reading power meter P . For
example, after setting the attenuation ratio P /P =50 dB, we add neutral density
filters in the first fiber-fiber coupler before the polarizer to make P =1 nW. Then we
start SDE measurement and at the same time, we record the readings from power
meter P constantly. Table S6.3 and figure S6.4 show the reading from power meter
P during one of our SDE measurement and the input photon flux uncertainty is <
0.1%.

 12 

Table S6.3 Optical power P1 reading during one SDE measurement 

Time 0-10 s 10-20 s 20-30 s 30-40s  40-50 s 50-60 s 

Power P1 

(nW) 
1.001 0.99961 1.0008 1.0006 0.99934 0.99955 

 

 
 

Figure S6.4 Optical power P1 reading during SDE measurement. 
 

S7 Measurement uncertainty 
 
For SDE measurement uncertainty, we considered all possible uncertainties in our experiments and then 

calculated the total measurement uncertainty with the root-mean-square (RMS) of the sum of the squared errors 

[3]. The uncertainties in our measurements include the power meter uncertainty (σ1=2%) and its linearity 

uncertainty (σ2=0.5%), laser stability uncertainty (σ3<0.1%) and optical attenuator uncertainty (σ4<0.2%). Our 

efficiency measurement has a total uncertainty of *σ,- + σ-- + σ/- + σ0-= 2.07%.  

      

 

 

 

 

S8 Fiber end-face reflection 

S8.1 Simulation of fiber end-face reflection 
As discussed in the main text (see section ‘Fiber end-face reflection’), when measuring the laser power within 

the fiber with a power meter, the fiber end-facet is not in direct contact with the power meter's sensor. The 

existing fiber-to-air interface causes reflection, back towards the light source. On the other hand, physical 

contact polished fiber to fiber connections (when connecting the same fiber to the system input fiber) have 

negligible back reflections (typically -30 to -40 dB). Thus, for all our efficiency measurements, we removed this 

back-reflection contribution by multiplying a correction factor of (1-Rrfl) [4]. Below we show FDTD simulation 

S7 Measurement uncertainty
For SDE measurement uncertainty, we considered all possible uncertainties in

our experiments and then calculated the total measurement uncertainty with the
root-mean-square (RMS) of the sum of the squared errors [3]. The uncertainties in
our measurements include the power meter uncertainty (σ =2%) and its linearity
uncertainty (σ =0.5%), laser stability uncertainty (σ <0.1%) and optical attenuator
uncertainty (σ <0.2%). Our efficiency measurement has a total uncertainty of
√𝜎 + 𝜎 + 𝜎 + 𝜎 = 2.07%.
S8 Fiber end-face reflection S8.1 Simulation of fiber end-face reflection

As discussed in the main text (see section ‘Fiber end-face reflection’), when
measuring the laser power within the fiber with a power meter, the fiber end-facet
is not in direct contact with the power meter’s sensor. The existing fiber-to-air inter-
face causes reflection, back towards the light source. On the other hand, physical
contact polished fiber to fiber connections (when connecting the same fiber to the
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system input fiber) have negligible back reflections (typically -30 to -40 dB). Thus,
for all our efficiency measurements, we removed this back-reflection contribution
by multiplying a correction factor of (1-Rrfl) [4]. Below we show FDTD simulation
results of the fiber end-face reflection at different wavelengths. In short, we built
the optical fiber structure (core radius 4.1 𝜇m, refractive index 1.45625/cladding
radius 62.5 𝜇m,refractive index 1.45282) and then put a Gaussian mode source
inside the fiber. A monitor was placed at the back side of the mode source and
collected the reflected light from the fiber end-face and air interface. As shown in
figure S8.1, the reflection Rrfl is in the range of 3.41-3.43% from 1300-1550 nm.
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results of the fiber end-face reflection at different wavelengths. In short, we built the optical fiber structure (core 

radius 4.1 12, refractive index 1.45625/cladding radius 62.5 12, refractive	index	1.45282)  and then put a 

Gaussian mode source inside the fiber. A monitor was placed at the back side of the mode source and collected 

the reflected light from the fiber end-face and air interface. As shown in figure S8.1, the reflection Rrfl is in the 

range of 3.41-3.43% from 1300-1550 nm.  

 

 
Figure S8.1 Simulated fiber end-face reflection at different wavelengths. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

S8.2 Measurement of fiber end-face reflection 
 

Besides FDTD simulation, we also experimentally measured the fiber end face reflection. Figure S8.2 shows 

how we experimentally acquire the value of Rrfl. Light from the tunable laser source pass through the free space 

fiber-fiber coupler (containing neutral density filter and polarizer) and goes to an optical circulator. Then light is 

directed to a polarization controller (PC) and at the end of the PC, the fiber is connected to either an optical 

reflector (connection 1), or an optical terminator (connection 2) or towards air (connection 3). The reflected 

light from the end of the PC is guided by the optical circulator to an optical power meter P1 and its power is 

recorded. The recorded reflection power from the above mentioned 3 different connections are recorded as PRef, 

S8.2 Measurement of fiber end-face reflection
Besides FDTD simulation, we also experimentally measured the fiber end face

reflection. Figure S8.2 shows how we experimentally acquire the value of Rrfl.
Light from the tunable laser source pass through the free space fiber-fiber coupler
(containing neutral density filter and polarizer) and goes to an optical circulator.
Then light is directed to a polarization controller (PC) and at the end of the PC,
the fiber is connected to either an optical reflector (connection 1), or an optical
terminator (connection 2) or towards air (connection 3). The reflected light from
the end of the PC is guided by the optical circulator to an optical power meter P1
and its power is recorded. The recorded reflection power from the above men-
tioned 3 different connections are recorded as P , P and P . Based on these
values, we acquired the fiber end face reflection value Rrfl = (P -P )/P . We
acquired a R in the range of (3.4-3.6) % thus for our efficiency measurement,
we considered a conservative correction factor of Rrfl = 3.6%.
S9 Polarization degree and polarization control

Since our detectors are patterned into meandering shapes, light absorption can
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PTer and PAir. Based on these values, we acquired the fiber end face reflection value Rrfl = EFGH%EIJHEKJL
. We acquired 

a Rrfl in the range of (3.4-3.6) % thus for our efficiency measurement, we considered a conservative correction 

factor of Rrfl = 3.6%. 

 

 
Figure 8.2 Fiber end-face reflection measurement. 

 
S9 Polarization degree and polarization control 
 

Since our detectors are patterned into meandering shapes, light absorption can be significantly different based 

on the light polarization direction [5]. Thus, it is important to have a linearly polarized input light and fully 

control the polarization. In figure S9.1, we show the measurement of light polarization before connecting to the 

system for SDE measurement (set up is shown in figure S6.1) with a polarimeter (Thorlabs-PAX1000IR2/M). 

As shown from figure S9.1. (a) to S9.1. (f), by turning the polarization controller, we can fully control the 

polarization of the light. More importantly, in S9.1. (f) we show that the light has a degree of polarization of 

~100% (±0.09%), a degree of linear polarization of 99.97%. It indicates that the light is linearly polarized and 

its polarization can be fully controller by the polarization controller, which is important to reach near-unity 

SDE. 
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be significantly different based on the light polarization direction [5]. Thus, it is
important to have a linearly polarized input light and fully control the polarization.
In figure S9.1, we show the measurement of light polarization before connecting to
the system for SDE measurement (set up is shown in figure S6.1) with a polarimeter
(Thorlabs-PAX1000IR2/M). As shown from figure S9.1. (a) to S9.1. (f), by turning
the polarization controller, we can fully control the polarization of the light. More
importantly, in S9.1. (f) we show that the light has a degree of polarization of
∼100% (±0.09%), a degree of linear polarization of 99.97%. It indicates that the
light is linearly polarized and its polarization can be fully controller by the polarization
controller, which is important to reach near-unity SDE.

S10 Electronics counting circuitry uncertainty

As discussed before, N represents the count rate recorded by the commer-
cial electronics driver (from Single Quantum) we used during the efficiency mea-
surements. As presented below, we performed extra measurements to verify the
accuracy of our electronics system. We created 10 MHz pulses signal by a Rohde &
Schwarz signal generator (SMC100A) and the signal generator is synchronized to a
Leobodbar GPS reference clock. Then the generated signal is sent to our commer-
cial driver to record the count rate. Also, we double checked the count rate with
a Rigol oscilloscope (DS2072A, it has built-in counter). As a result, the difference
between our commercial driver’s count rate with respect to both the signal genera-
tor and the oscilloscope were negligible (<0.01%). Also, according to the technical
specification of the Rohde & Schwarz signal generator [7], its frequency error is
below 10-7, thus we believe we can safely ignore the uncertainty caused by N .
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Figure 9.1 (a)-(f) show fully control of light polarization and (g) shows that light for our SDE measurement is ~100% linearly polarized. 

 
S10 Electronics counting circuitry uncertainty 
 

As discussed before, Ncount represents the count rate recorded by the commercial electronics driver (from Single 

Quantum) we used during the efficiency measurements. As presented below, we performed extra measurements 

to verify the accuracy of our electronics system. We created 10 MHz pulses signal by a Rohde & Schwarz signal 

generator (SMC100A) and the signal generator is synchronized to a Leobodbar GPS reference clock. Then the 

generated signal is sent to our commercial driver to record the count rate. Also, we double checked the count 

rate with a Rigol oscilloscope (DS2072A, it has built-in counter). As a result, the difference between our 

commercial driver’s count rate with respect to both the signal generator and the oscilloscope were negligible 

(<0.01%). Also, according to the technical specification of the Rohde & Schwarz signal generator [7], its 

frequency error is below 10-7, thus we believe we can safely ignore the uncertainty caused by Ncount. 

(a) (b) (c)

(d) (e) (f)

(g)
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Figure 10.1 Verifying the accuracy of the electronics counting system. 
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8
Conclusion and future

perspective

8.1. Conclusion of the thesis
Efficient and high time resolution single-photon detectors are an indispensable tool
in a wide range of quantum information and quantum optics experiments. Tremen-
dous efforts have been made in the past decades to have a deeper understanding
of their operation mechanism and push their performance to a higher level. In
this thesis, we started by optimizing and exploring novel superconducting films for
making high-performance SNSPDs. Then, we fabricated multiple types of SNSPDs
targeted for visible until mid-infrared wavelength based on the optimized films.
Furthermore, We pushed SNSPDs’ performance towards an ”ideal” single-photon
detector by realizing near-unity detection efficiency and sub-20 ps time resolution
at the same time. The main achievements of this thesis can be concluded from the
following three aspects:

(i) From the material aspect, we first tailor the composition and superconduct-
ing properties of Nb Ti N thin films by separately controlling the power applied
to Nb/Ti targets during the reactive co-sputtering deposition process. We verify
that the influence of the applied power on the T and on the internal detection
efficiency of the detectors was mainly due to a change in the chemical composi-
tion of the ternary alloy. Our fiber-coupled devices fabricated from a 9-nm-thick
film with DBR cavity achieve >80% SDE at 1550 nm, a timing jitter of 19.5 ps,
and a fabrication yield of 30%. Besides, the minimal impact on the film properties
when deposited on SiN substrate suggests the possibility to use the same room-
temperature deposition recipe for integrating SNSPDs with temperature-sensitive
photonic circuits. This work shows the internal efficiency of NbTiN based SNSPDs
can be tuned and optimized by using the flexibility of the co-sputtering deposition
process.

Though NbTiN based SNSPDs have demonstrated unprecedented time resolu-
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tion when compared to amorphous superconducting materials (for example, WSi
and MoSi), the poly-crystalline material nature makes NbTiN superconducting film
suffers from degraded homogeneity, thus devices made from such materials suffer
from low yield and more variation in their performance. As an alternative, for the
first time, we reported SNSPDs made from NbRe, a novel superconducting film with
a granular structure. The NbRe SNSPDs showed a clear saturated internal detection
efficiency up to 1301 nm at 2.8 K with a time resolution of 33.1 ps, competitive with
SNSPDs made from currently employed superconductors. Given that this is the first
demonstration of NbRe based SNSPDs, there is still room for improvements, for
example optimizing the film sputtering condition and employing better meandered
nanowire designs. This work shows that NbRe-based devices are an alternative to
Nitride-based SNSPDs in terms of better film uniformity, and to amorphous materi-
als because of their improved time resolution and higher operating temperature.

(ii) We have significantly expanded NbTiN based SNSPDs’ application scenarios
by realizing two types of innovative SNSPDs: large-area multimode fiber-coupled
SNSPDs, and mid-infrared SNSPDs. Conventionally, SNSPDs were coupled to single-
mode fibers with a limited active area (5-10 𝜇m diameter), in order to improve the
photon collection efficiency for larger areas, we designed, fabricated, and character-
ized multimode fiber-coupled SNSPDs covering the wavelength range of (516-1550)
nm. For visible wavelengths, we demonstrate multimode fiber-coupled SNSPDs
with >80% system detection efficiency. However, for 878 nm and 1550 nm, we
reach only 60% and 50% system detection efficiency because the polarization of
incoming light is random. We also show that step-index multimode fibers introduce
mode dispersion thus timing jitter histogram has multiple peaks. We solved this is-
sue by using graded-index multimode fibers and together with cryogenic amplifier
readout circuitry, the jitter of 50 𝜇m diameter SNSPD reached sub-20 ps, which is
exceptionally low comparing to previously published works. This work shows that
large-size (20-50 𝜇m diameter), multimode fiber-coupled SNSPDs can have high
system detection efficiency and unprecedented timing resolution simultaneously.

Efficient mid-infrared photon detection is demanded for many emerging appli-
cations but very challenging because of decreased photon energy at longer wave-
lengths. Traditionally, small superconducting energy gap materials such as WSi
and MoSi were used for mid-infrared detection. As a consequence, more costly and
complex dilution fridges were needed to reach their working temperature (a few
hundred mK). By using an optimized co-sputtering deposition recipe, our relatively
thick (9.5 and 7.5 nm) NbTiN based SNSPDs reached saturated internal efficiency
until 3 𝜇m when operated in a 2.8K close-cycle Gifford-McMahon (GM) coolers. We
demonstrate a fiber-coupled device with > 50% system detection efficiency from
1300-2000 nm with sub-15 ps time resolution. By employing end-facet coated fiber,
the dark count rate (<100 Hz) was reduced by 3 orders of magnitude compared
to the conventional single-mode fiber-coupled device (>10 Hz). This work demon-
strates that NbTiN based SNSPDs can efficiently detect mid-infrared single photons
with sub-20 ps timing jitter. So far, this is the best-reported mid-infrared SNSPD
from a poly-crystalline superconducting film. More importantly, it reveals the capa-
bility of NbTiN superconducting material for mid-infrared detecting without cooling
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the detectors to mK temperature, which is the working temperature for most amor-
phous materials-based SNSPDs. As a result, we offer a solid candidate - NbTiN -
for making future mid-infrared SNSPDs with high system detection efficiency and
time resolution.

(iii) From a reliable and high-efficiency detection aspect, we demonstrate tele-
com wavelength SNSPD with exceeding 99.5% SDE at 1350 nm (time jitter of 35
ps, with room temperature amplifiers), and over 98% SDE at 1425 nm (time jitter
of 26 ps with cryogenic amplifiers). Detectors from the same batch reach SDEs
above 94% with peaks in the wavelength range of 1280-1500 nm and sub-20 ps
(best detector 15 ps) time jitter using cryogenic amplifiers.

The near-unity efficiencies were achieved by using optimized thick NbTiN su-
perconducting film with saturated internal efficiency, broadband membrane cavity
coupled to small detectors (diameter of 16 𝜇m), and accurate system efficiency
measurements. Also, we show how to combine the SNSPD merits of near-unity
efficiency, short recovery time, low dark count rate, and unprecedented timing res-
olution at the same time. We believe our near-unity efficiency SNSPDs will highly
benefit scientific demonstrations and industrial applications where multiphoton cor-
relation measurements are needed, for example, second-order photon correlation
measurement and photonic implementation of Boson sampling.

Detectors shown in this thesis have already been used by our collaborators (re-
searchers) for multiple quantum optics experiments, including stimulated emission
depletion microscopy (STED), light range and detection (LiDAR) [1], quantum key
distribution (QKD) [2], boson sampling, and bio-imaging in many countries, and be-
sides scientific exploration, this thesis gives inspiration for commercial production
of SNSPDs by offering optimized recipes for magnetron co-sputtering of NbTiN su-
perconducting thin film, showing novel NbRe materials as a new SNSPDs candidate,
and presenting accurate SNSPDs lab characterization methods.

8.2. Perspective on future SNSPDs
Considering the work presented in this thesis and recently published papers towards
near-unity efficiency SNSPDs [3, 4], we would like to conclude that after nearly two
decades of development since 2001 [5], SDEs of SNSPDs have drastically improved
from below 1% to near-unity (> 98-99%). At the same time, the jitter of SNSPDs
has been pushed down to < 10 ps [6, 7], which makes SNSPDs the currently best
available technology for efficient single-photon detection in a wide electromagnetic
spectrum range [8, 9] with unprecedented timing resolution. However, the perfor-
mance of SNSPDs available nowadays is still not perfect. In the future, we foresee
many challenges ahead of us to make better single-photon detectors.

(a) From improving SNSPDs’ performance perspective, many challenges still ex-
ist. For example, as predicted in [10], when biasing current is close to its depairing
current, SNSPDs’ jitter can be as small as ℏ/k T (k is the Boltzmann constant
and T is the critical temperature, and for a device with 10 K critical temperature,
the lowest jitter was predicted to be 0.8 ps). However, the best-reported timing
jitter of an SNSPD so far is still far from this value [7]. Also, though detecting sin-
gle photons with saturated internal efficiency up to 10 𝜇m was shown [8, 11], it
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came with the consequence of sacrificing the detection area (only 10-𝜇m-long line).
Given that the superconducting energy gap of superconductors for making SNSPDs
is typically a few meV, longer wavelength (10-100 𝜇m) single-photon detection is
yet to be achieved.

It is worth mentioning that SNSPDs characterization becomes more challeng-
ing when it comes to long-wavelength (> 2𝜇m) characterization or high accuracy
characterization (<0.5% error bar). For example, most SNSPDs’ system efficiency
measurements rely on using semiconductor optical power meters as a reference
and employ fainted lasers as quasi-single-photon sources. The former condition
leads to limited measurement accuracy (typically 0.5-5%) and the latter inevitably
introduces multi-photon detection events, whose influence on SNSPD’s timing jitter
and high count rate response has not been throughout studied.

(b) From practical applications’ point of view, near-term challenges include: (i)
How to make larger SNSPDs for applications where an active area of hundreds of
micrometers or even a centimeter-scale is needed? This requires fabricating super-
conducting film with excellent uniformity and detection response as well the use
of large SNSPDs arrays; (ii) How to fabricate and read out an SNSPD camera with
thousands or millions of pixels? This requires new designs of multipixel SNSPDs
as well as scalable read-out circuitry; (iii) How to improve the working tempera-
ture of SNSPDs so that more compact and inexpensive cryostat can be utilized?
This requires high-temperature superconductor material with good detection per-
formance; (iv) How to improve the yield of high-performance detectors to lower the
commercial SNSPD systems’ costs? This requires a better understanding of SNSPDs’
detection mechanism, employing robust device design and fabrication recipe, and
high-throughput SNSPDs characterization. If the above-mentioned aspects can be
realized, SNSPDs will enable more ground-breaking quantum optics applications
and experiments in the future.
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